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Cummunity college's fate examined
By Ma,.~ Barnett
Staff Writer

Changing the community
college to a state colle!:e ar'a
strengthening some of its
courses are parts of an
alternative recommendation
for State Community College
in East St. Louis. which
legislators have proposed
placing 'Jnde- sm control.
The Illinois Cvmmur.icy
College Board will di."cuss the
recommendation Friday at its

mE"eting in Springfield.
\ bill has i.leen introduced to
the
state
House
of
Representatives that woulrl
bring th-.! communit) college
and its funding under SIL
control because the college has
not l>olved problems found by
the Auditor Genera:'s Office.
Among the pr'Jblems, were
the overawardi1lg of financial
aid, incomplete records of
regis tered students, delays in
remitting tuition to the state
comptroller and money not

returned to the state's General
Revenue Fund, John Day,
executive dit'ectnr of the
Legislative Audit Commission,
said.
r. ..vid R_ Pierce, executive
director of the community
college board, said the staff
recommendation proposes
that State Community College
become a state college, not
under the realm of the community college board.
The plan also recommends
the college continue its com-

prehensive curriCl'lum bnd
strengthen adult eJucation,
vocational studies and
remedial courses; that the
college consider contracting
out to nearby institutions for
some courses and that
members of the college's
governing body reflect the
interests of the state and the
East St. Louis area.
Rep. Ted Leverenz, DMaywood, who sponsors the
bili in the Illinois House, said
the bill would repeal the 1969

-~--~--~-------------~------------,--

act that created the community college, ind it WOlU=
change the manner in which
the couege would receiv~
funds.
AlUlough most of the community colleKes in Illinois
receive funding through the
legislature, tuition and fees
and local tax revenues, State
Community C'lllege currently
receives funding directly from
the General Assembly.
s .. ANNEX, Pao. 7

Report places BAS
in COLA, advises
increase in faculty
By Richard Goldstein
Staff Writer

Staff Photo by ..... 111_ KufrIn
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University lifeguards convened Tuesday
their
'ourth annual Polar Bear Club Plunge at Campus Lake.

Although the sun was ahlnlng, the Ieke temperature
wa~ a chilly 42 degr....

A consultants report on the future of the
Black American Studies program recommends that the program be moved to the
College of Liberal Arts and that four
professors be hired over two years to reinvigorate the program.
But Seymour Bryson, special assistant to
the president for affirmative action, and Jim
Scales, chairman of the task force that
received the document, said DO decision or
even recommendation has been made as to
what will be done with the program. Bryson
did say, as he has in the past, that the
question is not whether there will be a BAS
program, but what to do witb it.
According to the report, whicb was
received from Northwestern educator Jan R.
Carew in August. tbe program's "placement
UDder the School of Social Work, makes its
ac:c:eptance 4\S a valid part of the University
as a whole more difficult."
Carew wrote that the BAS should be more
concerned with academic research and that
a "special African-(American) collection"
should be started in the library.
Scales said his task force is surveying 100
universities to see how their departments or
programs have progressed, as well as
students.to determine their attitudes toward
the program.

s.. REPORT. Pap 7

USG wants to end last semester's controversy
By Migael AI' a
Staff Writer

The CaG.,,'!!! Judicial Board
of Governance put an end to
last seme-ster's .:ontroversy
surrounding former Undergraduate ~.udent ('-overnment Sen. Juliana Taylor and
her fight I{) keep her position in
the senate even though she did
not
meet
academic
requirements.
Late last semester the board
declared the Un1ergratluate
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accept or remain on the Senate
unless that -NOD possesses
and mli!n'.d!1S the required
grade poim average.
Controversy surfaced in the
USG in the fall after it was
revealed that Taylor and other
senators did not meet the 2.0
GPA required by its constitution.
While some senators
resigned, Taylor refused to
give up her position. She
maintained that the constitution permitted her to

figure the grades she received
at a junior college prior to
transferring to SIU-C into her
current GPA.
Taylor also served as the
chairwoman for the Committee of Internal Affairs,
which - ironically - is the
commIttee that is notified of
any GPA violations and partly
responsible for upholding USG
standards.
Bill Hall, USG president.
s .. SEN~Tl:. Pao. 7

Gus Bode

Gus says the USG
finally cleaning house_
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Education priority for Southern Illinois
By DanlAI Wallenberg
Staff Writer

activities released
-

Stud'!nt
Government's
decisi.on not to impeach Taylor
unconstitutional.
The Campus Judicial Board
of Governance is USG's
judicial branch and is
responsible for inkr.,n:!illg
the constitution. But according
to some USG officials, it is
unusual for the board to intervene in USG's decision
making.
The board also ruled that
anyone who is elected or appointed to a senate seat can not

Education in Southern
lllinois will be a priority for the
area's newly
elected
politicians.
State Sen. Jim Rea, DChristopher. who succeeded
Gleim Poshard in the 59th
District Senate seat. said he
will use influence gamed
during his 10 yedTS in the
Illinois House to work Cor

education.
Rea said that a strong base
in the Illinois House as well as
a growing base in the Senate
will allow him to gather
support for educalion in the
Southern Illinois area.
"We're very concerned
about funding for education in
Illinois," Rea said.
"Education is under funded
and thE> percentage the state
pays COl educo";'.lD must go
1..0;1:' Rea said

The school districts are
carrying a heavy financial
burden and the state must take
some of that burden away, Rt'p.
said.
"The state should have a
commitment to education,"
Rea said.
Glenll
Poshard,
DCarterville, who is settliug in
for his first term as a U.S.
representat;ve, hopes to influence decisions which will
benefit oouc.ation in Southern

Illinois by serving on the
Education and Lcibor Committee.
New State Rep. Larry
WoolJlrd, D-Carterville, who
took over the 117th District
seat in the Illinois HOU3e
vacated by Jim Rea, was
uaavailable for comment on
his goals for educational
issues.
State Rep. Bruce Rkhmond,
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All 12 Pk. Pepsi Products 2 for $5.00
Countryside 2% Milk $1.69 gaL
Field JUf'1bo Franks $1.69 lb.
Round Steak $1.99 lb.

.1-3 hOUR FILM PROCESSING
.WE MAKE PRINTS FROM
PRINTS & POLAROID
.ONE DAY BLACK & WH'TE
FILM PROCESSING
.PLENTY OF PARKING
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Chemical weapons talks
get underway in Geneva

8-10:30

8-5:30
M-F

Sat

717 S. Illinois

5-10 pm
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'Fresh Salad Bar
'Seafood Worba
. Jumbo Shrimp
-wlPeapods
'Hawaiian Fish

529-1439

GENEVA (UPI) - The 4O-nation DislirItiament Conference
began preparatory talks Tuesday for a new round of negotiatio~
that were bolstered by an urgent international call this month for
a global treaty_ The Conferelice is in a 15-year-olc! deadlock but
analysts said the chances for progress were heightened by
Moscow's recent agreement in principle of on-site industrial
inspections to discourage treaty violations.

that Sell
YOU!

\Vednesday Night Buffet
'Egg Roll
·Crah Rangoon
·BBQ Wings
·Fried Wonton
.Fresh Vegetable
Dishes

\vorld/nation

Suspected kidnappers threaten to take action
BRUSSELS, Belgium (UPI) - The suspected kidnappers of a
former prime minister Tuesday threatened to take "all
necessary measures" if their demands for a $770,000 ransom and
publication of letters sent to two local newspa~ were not met.
A spokesman for the city public iJrosecutor's office earlier
Tuesday told reporters about the contents of the letters sent to
the newspapers Le Soir and Het Laatste Nieuws by the hitherto
unknown Socialist Revolutionary Brigade.

$19.88

. Moo Goo Gai Pan
'Chicken Curry
. Beef & Broccoli
'MuchMore

laser.iel - 1 page-SO a>pies

KOPIES & MORE
607 S. illinois Ave.
(Across from Gatsby'sj

529-5679

~

Police identify compartment that held bomb
LOCKE RBIE , Scotland (UP!) - Police investigating the
bombing of a Pan Am jetliner last month that killed ZlO people
said Tuesday they have identified the baggage comparbnent
where the explosive was hidden, information that would reveal
when it \lias planted. Author:ties also know the -names of
passengers aboard Flight 103 whose luggage was packed in the
baggage container and their backgrounds will be chec-.:Jted, police
said.

HAPPY
HOUR BUFFET
2 for the price of 1 drinks
(3 drink minimum)

$O¢"'drafts"l

Harsh measures to be taken against rioters
JERUSALEM (UPI) - Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin said
Monday the government has authorized harsher measure.<1
against stone-throwing Palestinians, including the more liberal
use of gunfire by soldiers and the demolition of protesters'
houses. The new measures came on the day that three
Palestinians died from army gunfire.

................................................

Juin us for the Best

Hmm.Y Hour in town
with a full buffet
and great
drink specials!

Catholics urge normal U.S.-Vietnam relations
WASlllNGTON (UP!) - A delegation of high·ranking u:s.
Roman Catholic officials, just back from Vietnam, urged the
United States Tuesday to move toward "more normal" relations
with its one-time enemy. "This re1a,tionship," the prelates said,
"could address both our real problems and our future
possibilities by .:andid diplomatic dialogue and regular contact,
rather than isolation and hostility."

RAMADA
INN
Carbondale

B
J-\.

WASlllNGTON (UPI) - The Soviet Union, one day after
reporting its grain crop was smaller than expected, bought
530,000 metric tons of U.S. wheat at subsidized prices, the
Agriculture Department announced Tuesday. The sale means
the Soviets have purchased 13.6 million tons of u_s. corn, wheat,
soybeans, soybean meal and sorghum since last Oct 1.

Rt. 13 West

529-2424

and!

Soviets make large purchase of U.S. wheat

Travel Service, Ltd.

Final test of shuttle's booster Is postponed

701 South University Avenue
Carbondale, Illinois 62901 II_~

BRIGHAM CITY, Utah (UPI) - The sixth and fmal full-scale
test firing of a redesigned shutUe booster has been rescheduled
for Friday, three days later than had been planned, because of
pesky technical problems, officials said Tuesday. Although two
shuttles, Atlantis and Discovery, have been safely launched
since the January 1986 Challenger disaster, the booster redesign
program called for six full-scale ground test firings.

618/549-7347

state

Proposed welfare reforms
focus on jobs, child care
SPRINGFIELD (UPI) - After more than four months of
listening to the ideas of more than 1,100 welfare workers and
recipients, a group examining the state's welfare system
Tuesday a!,pro'~ed reform recommendations ranging from
higher renefits for welfare recipients to requiring able adult
recipients to work or enroll in education programs. The set of
about 100 suggestions was compiled during " series of Illinois
Forums on Welfare Reform.

Beat the high cost of going to college.
Take advantage of An trak':; multi-ride ticket
and SAVE UP TO 40°0 ' Plus, the ticket is
vahd for an err Ire year
So. every time you travel to Chicago. you
can do It fr r the best price possible.
For more Information. call your travel
agent or call Amtrak at I -800-USA-RAIL
Some '.:!stroc[lons may apply
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Drug legalization
opposed in survey
DEKALB, Ill. <UPO Seventy-eight percent of
Illinoisans opp.JSe legalizing
drugs such a!;' marijuana,
heruine or cocaine, according
to a survey released Tuesday
by Northern Illinois Unversity's Center for Governmental Studies.

"Although it appears that
Illinois citizens are a long way
from accepting the proiegalization arguments, the

~ub~~~~al~~~ds~n ;~tic:J

shows that manv citizens are
open to legalization considerations," said Ellen Dran,
a research associate at the
center.

The telephone survey of 805
Illinois adults from Nov. 9 to
Dec. 4, also shows that such
opposition drops to 50.4 percent when Illinois residents
are asked about legalizing
such drugs if it also means a
lower crime rate.
Only 16 percent of the state's
residents favor street drug
legalization without any
Qualification, the survey
showed.

Wor~shop
By University News Service
Farmers interested in
producing fish as a cash crop
can learn all about it at a
spring workshop sponsored t>v
SIU-C.
The workshop, held at the
Student Center March 14 to 16,
offers basic knowledge about
species
and
farming
techniques suitable for a

Among blacks, 59 percent
said they were opposed to
legalization, compared with 49
percent of whites, according to
the survey.

Another 28 percent would
favor legalization if convinced
the crime rate would fall, the
survey shows. Another 4
percent
have
otner
qualifications for legalizinlil
street rlrugs, such as whicn
drugs would be legalized.

Pool stork?
that whll. the pool tabl., have been bu.y.
the bowling Ian., ha.e been empty so far
thl' ••me,ter.

Sophomore Jame, Stork pl'llctlc., hi' pool
game TU8Iday In the Stuaent C.nter.
Henry Villani, billiard room manager, uld

Opposition to legalization
appears strongest in northern
Illinois counties, with 59
percent opposed, and weakest
in Southern Illinois, with 46
percent opposed, even if crime
were to be reduced, Dran said.

But gender seems to make
little difference on the issue.
Fifty percent of men and SI
percent of women were opposed to legalization, even if
crime would be reduced.

to help farmers in basic aquaculture

Midwestern climate.
Thomas L. Wellborn,
profebsor of extension
fisheries and aquaculture at
the UniversitY. of Florida in
Gainesville, will teach the bulk
of the course.
Recent changes in dietary
habits have led to an annual
growth of S percent in public
demand for fish, a demand
now being met largely through

imports.
As fish feed consists mostly
of com and soybean products,
farmers growmg those crops
could find aquaculture a
profitable sideline business.
The workshop will cover
investment requirements, site
selection, water quality
management,
stocking,
feeding, fish diseases and
treatments,
harvesting,

trouble-shooting, record-keeping and marketing.
It ends with a tour of thE
Fountain Bluff Fish Farm in
Gorham, where the crop includes catfish, sunfish and
largemouth bass.
The sessions are Sl>Onsored
by the zoology department and
the Cooperative Fisheries
Research Laboratory, a
facility with 30 years ex-

perience in aquaculture
research.
The workshop fee is $40 and
the registration deadline is

Fer. is.

Obtain registration forms by
calling the Division of ~ontinuingEducationatS36-7751.
For program details, call
Robert Sheehan or June
Mcilwain atS36-7761.
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I
Closed Mondays
Closed Mondays
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pumperni<iJc.
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bagel.
I
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I
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Halloween phase-out
troubles officials
HALLuWEEN WON'T give up the ghost - at least not
this y"..ar.
But 1989 could mark the end of Halloween as we know it
- complete with packed streets, hurled beer cans and
drunken brawls - if city and University officials follow
through with plans for a fall b, eak over Halloween or
repeal the City Fair Days.
Since officials will have to deal with at least one more
Halloween, the Citizens Advisory Committee is gathering
ideas from the Halloween Core Committee, Carbondale
Cha.mber of Commerce and Carbondale Police Department on how to safely survive another year.
ONE SUGGESTION was to give temporary li~enses to
businesses who already hold liquor licen.'ies so they could
sell beer outside from booths. Beer f'ould be served in
paper cups as large as a quart to k..:ep the lines from
growing long. This is the most feaSIble and safest idea
suggesf.e(i, but the committee did not seem to take it too
seriously.
H Halloween is to happen, and it looks unavoida!>le, this
idea would help ensure safety.
ONE OF mE more popular ideas is to repeal City Fair
Days, which allows public consumption of alcohol for two
days during the Halloween weekend. But concern has been
voiced that this could cause a bigger problem - rioting.
Many committee members agreed riots could result if
20.000 people showed up expecting to drink and were aot
allowed to.
Another suggt:Stion was a can ban. But the committee
agreed this also could cause rioting. Doug Diggle,
manager of Old Town Liquors and a member of the
Halloween Core Committee, said according to a study that
he and another liquor store owner conducted, at least 10
beer trucks would have to be brought in along the strip to
adequately serve the crowd. But there are not 10 locations
where they could be safely placed and serviced.
As for the future of Halloween, President Guyon has
called for an end to it. H~ has called. Halloween an "unTnitiga\.ed disaster ," and has suggested the fall break. This
woula close the University and dorms during the week of
Hal!oween, bt!t bcr...ause the University does its scheduling
so far in advance, Guyon said this could not take effect
befor~ 199() without be:ng .. terribly disruptive."
GUYON AI SO HAS called for an end to City Fair Days.
But, as several members of the committee agreed, without
a fall break. Halloween might revert to what it was befor~
the city implemented Fair Days - students "taking the
streets."
Carbondale City Councilman John Mills was concerned
about the idea of a fall break because he 3aid he knew of
some "very creative" individuals who already were
planning for a week-long party in case the break is implemented..
Conspiracies for a week-long party notwithstanding, the
fall break seems the best Laol for breaking up Halloween, if
not ending it altogether.
POLICE CHJEF Ed Hogan seemed to think that many
students are bared with Halloween and that some would
even be happy to see it go. If this is the case, the .:ombination of a fall break and sheer boredom on the part of
the students probably will be a match for any goblins that
remain.

Quotable Quotes
"They either throw cans or wet their pants." - Carbondale
Poike ('hief Ed Hogan describing to the Citizens Advisory
Committee the options of bored Halloween revelers.
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opon,'>ns of thew aithors only UnSiJned edrtonals represent a consensus of the
Daily EIlYPban EdITorial Board. NhOse "'embers Bfd the student editor·in·chief. the
edrtonal page edllo,. the assocIate edrtonal page editor. a news staff member. the
lacutty managlr.>; od,tor and a School of Journalism faculty member
Le-tle~s to tllB ecMo. m.?y be S:"billlttE"d by mail or dlrectty to the edltorlaj page
edI10'. Ftoom , 247 CornmunfcatiOns BUlf11r.g Letters should be typewrltt~~ and
Double :;Pii...:ea loll lL"tterb are su~tect to editing and Will be ·~mlted to 500 wvfds
Let~ers 0: feWei thar 250 v,oras n-:!: b..:: glv~n preference tor public.dbon Students
must !jentlty the(TlSt'p./es by' class and majOr, faculty members by rank and
dt;!par:T.enL non-academic star. by p05rt~on and department
~~l:ers s.ubmlttBG by mad should Inc~ude ttle author"s address and telephone
~,,_.Hnbe( letlers for wnt:::.h .. enflcatlon of authorshliJ cannot be made Will no1 :Ie
puDtlshea
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Reagan's channed existence
WE HAVE REACHED the
last dregs of the Reagan years,
a time for early assessments of

~~!e~e;td~~~.~:t~~~

last week, said a lot about him.
Almost all outgoing presidents
deliver a farewell address,
some are better than others.
George Washington took the
opportunity to warn against
"entangling
alliances,"
Dwight Eisenhower against
the "military-industrial
complex." President Reagan
spent his time telling us what a
great job he'd done.
"We meant to change a
nation," he sa;d, "and instead,
we changed a world."
It was a vintage Reagan
performance, filled with sappy
anecdotes, cockeyed history
and stories that would bring a
tear to the e'·e of an investment banker. Laugh, I
thought I'd die.

Reagan's was a
triufT:jJh of the
:alifornia StYle, that
laid-back, looking-fit,
what-me-worry manner that the rest of the
country used to make
fun of. Woody Allen
derides Califorda as a
place where "the
main cultural advantage is making a
right turn on red."
I ADMIT TO being all but
immune to the famous Reagan
ch2.rm. I remember following
him around New Hampshire
for a da) in 1980 when he was
running for the Repub:ican
nomina tion for the presidency.
This was at a time when the
Iranians were still holding our
embassy people, remember.
At each stop, with variation in
neither word nor emphasis, he
would say, approximately:
"Thert: was a time when all an
American citizen had to do was
to pur a small American flag in
~is laJlel and he could w'tlk
through any revolution
anywhere in the world and no
one woulrl dare touch him.
Such was the respect ,he world
had for our f1?g. I intend to
restore that r€".;pect."
It was", be-lio perforlT!ance,

Donald
Kaul
Tribune Media Services
and it never failed to bring the
crowd to its feet. It convinced
me that Mr. Reagan would
never be president.
"THE MAN IS either a fool
or a phony," I said to myself.
"Surel~ the American people
will see through him."
Well, to make a long story
short, they didn't. The more
they saw of him, the more they
liked him. He was not only
elected, he was re-elected and
leaves office as one of the most
popular presidents in our
history.
His was a triumph of the
California style, that laidback, looking-fit. what-mewory manner that the rest of
the country used to make fun
of. Recall the scene in "Annie
Hall" when Woody Allen
derides California as II place
where "the main cultural
advantage is makin.e' a right
tum on red." Well, we all
make right turns on red now.
Ronald Reagan turned out to
be surfing tilt~ wave of the
future.
I STILL DON'T understand
it fully. Surely part of his attraction is the grace anu
courage with which he overcame an assassin's bullet and
several bouts with C:iOcer. His
remark that he didn't have
cancer, his nose did, was
typical of the goofy optimism
of the man and that optimism
spilled into every area of his
public life. He made being
president look like fun and
after Lyndon Johnson,
Richard Nixon and Jimmy
Carter, to whom it seemed a
cruel sentence, that was
wekome.
OUl there are a lot of college
students who make school 100.;
like fun, largely becaul:ie they
ignore their responsibilities;
that doesn't make them good
students. Ronald Reagan's
presidency looked easy
because it was easy; he didn't
spend much time a tit.
THA T ~EEl\15 TO be .i

minority view these days.
Commentators are fO! Iling over
themselves in praise of the
de..arting president. Some say
b·/s been a great president,
Slme merely a good one.
Georre Will, the tin-whistle
Walter Lippmann, says "When
passions cool and the dust
raised by current contentions
settles, judicious historians
are apt to place Reagan in lite
front rank of the second rank
of American presidents."
I don't know what Geo:-ge
smokes but I wouldn't do it in
public. One looks at the
Reagan presidency and sees
the prosperity and the improved reldtions with the
Soviet Union, yes. BJt one also
sees environmental problems
ignored, sleazy influence
peddling by high-ranking
officials, a corporate economy
gone mad with greed, a
financial system flirting with
disaster, an increasing
disregard for the less favored
of our society, a loss of international leadership in
commerce and, above all, a
huge budget deficit that begins
to resemble the eggplant that
ate Chicago.

One iookS at the
Reagan Presidency
and sees a nation that
has been led into a
dream world thaI is as
resistant :0 reality as a
Holywood musical
MORE THAN THAT, one

sees a nation that has been led
into a dream world that is as
resistant to reality as a
Hollywood musical. It's a
comforting world, but
someday we're going to have
to face cold, hard facts.
I think that judicious
historians of the future will
seat Ronald Reagan near the
back of the bus, right next to
Calvin Coolidge. Like
Coolidge, he was a lucky man
who lived a charmed career
Bnd whose successor, far mOre
competent than he, pays the
price of his encyclopedic
disinterest in governing.
There's no sense arguing
about it now. There'Ubeplenty
of time for that when the
results are in.
Godspeed, Mr. President. I
hope I'm as wrong about you
now as I was eight years age.
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Coming attractions at SIU-C:
Anarc~y, apathy and order
By RIchard Goldst.ln

'*(

STRIEGEL ANIMAL HOSPITAL

With the spring semester
comes the new year and the
time for all good jCurnalists to
come to the aid of their readers
with predictions for 1989. I
boast no psychic abilities, but
say of the following what
George Orwell said of "1984":
it's not that I think these
things will happen just that
(with the correct circunstances and lunar configurations) they could happen.
JANUARY: City Councilman John Mills says he is
onto a plot that would foil the
city's plans to put an end to the
Hal!aween street party. Underwken by what Mills calls
"very creative individuals,"
the conspiracy presumably
would instig3tt. a sort of
marathon party for the entire
week of the midsemester
Halloween break. A break that
President John C. Guyon hopes
would rid Carbondale of its
annual celebraticn.
Embattled Undergra "Late
Student Sen. Juliana ~ ··lor
says the L:.ct that she . nn
academic ~uspension
no
reason for the Undergr[ ._-,ate
Sl.udent Organization to im·
jie8ch her from her _;'at.
Taylor says the USG constitution is "ambiguous" on
this point and ··...fers the
matter for further -udv·' the
is
committee of which . ~
chairwoman.
FEBRUARY: Police, :..ief
Ed Hogan recommends L ihe
City Council that all liquor
stores be closed over
Halloween weekend. Councilman Mills shoots down the
idea as authoritarian and
insists on interrogation of
those he labels "c-eatives."
The USG passes a resolution
condemning efforts by the city
anri University to do away with
Halloween saymg the "the city
and University St:arch for
more creative solutioI''' to the
problem of Halloween
violence." Councilman Mills
orders that the USG be
detained for questioning.
1\fARCH: The race for the

~htr, ~':dCilt!::':Pa a~~
pai!&.issue each side
hur . accusations that other
candi tes are too creative.

co'!n~~ay:::;~s ::;.~he!
recommendation before the
end of the school year on
whether she should be impeached. When she is accused
of delaying tactics Taylor

retorts: "I only use the rules 1
don't make them."
USG committe.. member
Marvin Tanner is endorsed by
USG committee member
Drayton Roose in his bid for
city councilman. Roose and
Tanner's rally in the free
forum area to combat student
apathy is highly rated by the
six people in attendance.
APRIL: A European society
that recognizes slapstick
talent in the United States
presents the USG with a first
plaee fo!' best performance by
a comedy troupe.
City elections are fmally
here as students stay away
from the polls in droves. After
his de~eat, Marvin Tanner
blames student apathy for the
loss. One analyst notes that the
American Tap held a "two for
one" special all night before
the election.
MAY: Juliana Taylor announces that the USG constitution allows a studlont who
is on academic suspension to
remain in the organization as
long as they are reinstated the
nexl semester. Her detractors
call the interpretation
"crf'.ative."
Jlil'oiL"; The City Council
calls ,:1 consultants from
Israel, South Africa and the
Marion Federal Penitoentiary
for adnce on how they might
quell unr",st 0<1 the hlark
hohday. Councll members
expres!> pleasu!~ wit!l the
results oi their meetings. "Not
A creative one am!1ng them,"
s,"cf:
counc!lm~;nbt!r
says
appreci.a~ve!y.

throwing a dart into a
University parking map. TilE
group's "chief by fiat" says In 1
organization "was coUated t<.
combat the unorgani?ed
apathy on campus."
SEPTEMBER;
Heeding
advice from Marion pri""~
officials the city annOUL~..a a
"kinder gentler lockdown" for
Halloween. People are allowed
out dool'~ for two hours a day
during the weekend, longer on
weekdays_ Astute party 0bservers notice that only
foreign students and midlevel
University bureaucrats flee
the city.

A poor dart thrower in
Organized Anarchy misses the
University parking map upon
which they determine where to
h"ld their w"!ekly meeti~gs
and careful transposing
reveals that the dart would
have landed on South IUinois
Avenue, tile traditional
lo.:atioll for the Halloween
street party.
As Organized Anarchy
marches toward the Strip,
students and others all over
the city shunt the bonds of the
lockdown and level the entL.--e
ni~ht. Organized A~archy
leaders later refer to the p.vent
as one of author Thomas

h:;

C

JULl': A bureaucratic mix·
up causes a delay in federal
money for the proposc:d mass
transit system. liSG members
NOVEMBER: AssertIng
expect the system to be
operational before the second that DO sl.uup.nt who voted on
the referendum for a mass
millenium.
The battle for a st.ate tax transportation system will be
increase to support education at the University when buses
and human services sends the actually go into service in 2001,
lobbying farces back tome the city takes de facto control
beaten. Chancellor La~Tence over the proposed system. The
K. Pett:t l~troduces a plan to move is generally seen as
reduce couflicts of interest by retaliation for the Halloween
University bureaucrats in incident.
which I!.dm;.nistrative salaries
DECEMBER: The Board of
would be doubled but no money
paid
for
speaking Trustees ~aBS Chancellor
Pettit's
recommendations for
engagements would be
allowed. Pettit says these an administrative pay
steps are necessary to"keep doubling, a faculty pay raise
pace witb other state and a tuition hike for studt:Dts
- the third in three years - as
universities...
Morris Llbrary falls out of the
AUGUST: A student group top 60 rated research libraries
called Organized Anarchy is in the country. Former
formed. Their meeting places, president of the University
or "spontaneous assimilation Delyte Morr.J turns over in his
location:>, c.. '" ~....... ~;"~1 by grave.

newborn baby to die then put
the baby in a dumpster. We all
felt remorse and probably
some anger_ But let us look a:
th,S furtnE'r Several years dgO
~,: '.os Angeles there were a-,'er
~''',: r.abiel'i that were fouwl 'n :'

~~:le~ge~~~ :~sa:e~:Fl-~:~~~~
happened in Carhondale '-as

not. What was the difference?
The 500 dead babies were the
result of legal abortic&
Amazing isn't it! Ama?irg that
we It!gaJly kill ~''Jer 1-5 million
little children like th:s every
year.
But you can do something to
speak 'lOt for the children who
camw' speak out for thems.. lve5 This Sunday is Sanctity
of Life SundaY. the 16th an·
nivers«ry da of the Rue v.

te
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Large 1 Item Pizza
& 2 32-oz Pepsis

$7.00
One 16" 1 Item Pizza
& 2 3'?-oz Pepsis

$8.50
2 Medium 1 Item Pizzas
& 2 32-oz Pepsis

$11.00
515

All Week Long
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spontaneous
mass
assimilation SIU-e jumps
from no. 17 to no. three in
Playboy's party schonl
ratings_

Prof speaks for the rights of unbom children
Recently we read in the

to our professional staff-

Dr_ Romines is now taking
appointmen,s_

OCTOBER: The Carbondale
police launch "~ration Big
Mother" as they purge the city
and University community of
suspected creatives. No one on
the staff of the student
f:'!~:~."Grassroots" is

Letters
~~~I:bo~a~eafi~!e~

DR. JOHN D. ROMINES

Watie ded;;ion for allowin!!
unborn chiJ·Jren to he kiHei.
The annual -narch will start at
the oid tr;.rl station in Carbondale "I ~ p_m. From 3:00 to
4:30 p_rr•. 1··ere will be u. prolife r"lly at ~he SIU-C Stu<1ent
Center in "·allroum B. ~~; a
part of tlte ;.divitie-~ te uohcld
the \'al'le
hum"n llie. -

.,i

Wa~'ne

1< :mer, 8!>sociate
professor of met:hanical
enginp,e' ip,

TONIGHT

Live ~{usic

MIDtllTE

Child. porn law questioned-- WASHINGTON (UPl) - A
Massachusetts law that made
it a crime to photograpb
children in the nude should not
!lave been struck down as
unconstitutiolJal, the state
attorney general told the
Supreme Cwrt Tuesday.
Despite the assertion by
James Sllannon, members of
the court repeatedly brought
the argument back to the fact
that the law bas since been

amended
by
the
Massachusetts Legislature til
narrow its scope.
The line of fJuestioning by
Justices Antomn Scalia and
Sandra Day O'Connor
suggests that it may not be
necessary for the court to
reach the constitutional
question of whether the
original law violated the First
Amendment guarantee of
freedom of speech.

Nonetheless,
Shannon
argued that it was important
to uphold fue original 1,ersion
of the law because of some 1:1
prosecutions under the old law
and uncertainty over how the
new statute will work. Only
Kansas bas a similar law.
Richard Vita, arguing on
beba1f of a man convicted
under the old law, argued the
lower court decision to strike
down the law WA~ co~t

3 Beers For A Buck
3-9 EVERY DA'[!
.

<

The Best Place For
~"&
Deep Pan Pizza And Beer iri~O'

Media attention affects
jury selection for trial
Murder tria1 held
for half-brother
of Jesse Jackson
COLUMBIA, S.C. (uP!) Jw-y selection was speeded up
Tuesday in the murder trial of
Jesse Jackson's half brother,
Noah Robinson, who is accused at hiring a Chicago
street gang to wipe out a
formt:r friend.
Seven of the 14 needed
prospective jurors had been
seated by Tuesday afernoon
and Circuit Judge James E.
Moore split the remaining
panel into four groups in an
attempt to hasten the jury
selection process.
A defense request i.O maVt
the trial from Greenville to
Charleston County, about 200
miles away, was denied by
Moore when the trial began
Monday, but the judge said he
would reconsider the issue
upon completion of jury
selection.
Robinson's lawyers contend
the 46-year-old millionaire
businessman cannot receive a
fair trial in Greenville because
of the extensive media attention the case has attracted.
They asked eacb potential
juror whether the coverage
had affected their ability to
hear thE' case without
prt:judice.
Defense attorney Robert
Simone of Philadelphia, noted
for his success in defending
organized crime figures, said
he was disappointed that
Moore has not disqualified
more of those who ad:nitted
being influenced by the news
coverage.
"It seems everybody has
read something about the case,
and some of them have formed
an opinion," he said. "I don't

want to ~et stuck with some of
these opmionated jurors."
Twelve jurors and two
alternates were being selected
for the case, and Simone
predicted the process could be
completed sometime Wednesday, allowing for opening
arguments and testimony to
begin,
Robinson could face the
electric chair if convicted of
murder and conspiracy in the
January 1986 slaying of onetime friend Leroy "Hambone"
Barber, a paroled armed
robber who was gunned down
in Greenville at a building
owned by Robinson.
Authorities allege Robinson
solicited members of the EI
Rukn Chicago street gang to
carry out the killing, but
Robinson has denied invoivement in any criminal
activity.
He also has been charged
with arranging a knife attack
on a woman who initially said
she witnessed Barber's violent
death. However, Janice Denise
Rosemond retracted her story
after recovering from the
stabbing incident in her
Greenville apa rtment.
Moore ordered tighter
security measures, apparently
out of concern that members of
the EI Rukn gang would attempt to disrupt the
proceedings or intimidate
potential witnesses.
Robinson and Jackson, who
have the same father, both
grew up in Greenville. Jack:sod
gained fame as a civil rights
leader and later as a
presidential candidate, while
Robinson built a business
empire that includes c0nstruction companies and fast
food franchises in Chicago, as
well as extensive real estate
holdings in his hometown.

Car accident claims the life
of Bentsen's elderly father
EDINBURG, Texas nIT'I)
- The 95-year-Old fathu' of
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas,
was killed in an aukmobile
crash Tuesday wben he pulled
into the path of another car on
a rural road in South Texas,
authorities said.
Lloyd Bentsen Sr., introduced to much of the nation
when he campaigned for his
son's vice presidential bid last
year, was pronounced dead at
the scene of the wreck about 5
miles west of Edinburg, not far
from his large estate in
Mission. Two people in the
other car were injured and
hospitalized.
"it was reported by troopers
at the scene that Mr. Bentsen
failed to yield the right of way
at a stop sign," Cox said.
Bentsen Jr. learned of his
falher's death ..... he:·' h:~
rl"turned to his SeN w "ifiee
,Ifler introducing feHow 'i'elGln
.James Rakt'r to lre c\m:~;",,(>

weighing Maker's nomination
to be secretary of state.
Spokesman Jack Devore·said
the senator had no comment

al~!"t!e~~~~~~fl~~
troduced to many Americans
in person or on television last
year when he campaigned
actively for his SOD despite his
age and made an appearance
at the Democratic National
Convention in Atlanta.
OriginalJy from White, S.D.,
Bentsen Sr. moved to Soutb
Texas on military assignment
in 1917 and returned after
World War I to seek his fortune.
Bentsen Sr. married Edna
Ruth "Dolly" Colbath Bentsen, who died tllirteen years
ago.
Gov. Bill Clements said
. '1<'Sday, "Mr. Bentsen was a
sr(,~~t Texas entrepreneur who
\:untributt>rl much to the people
oj our sf.<ii~ i,,,rLculady those
ii; S04. H.h
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611 S. Illinois Ave • On the Strip

"Y) Fast, Free Delivery 549-8178
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Back!
Come to Guzall's for

Back-ta-School
Savings on Tommy
Hi1fiser. Perry EJlis.
Ralph Lauren,
&..many
more.
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Spring Bowling
How Being Formed
For fun relaxation as well as the
competitive challenge and social aspects,
form a team and sign up early.
Openi..'1gs available in
Men (4 rnan) and
Mixed (2 men - 2 women) teams.
Rolling at 6:00 pm and 8:30
Sunday thru Wednesday.
Leagues start the week
of February 5, 1989.
Pick up a team entry blank
at the Student Center lanes

New policy allows Koreans to travel more freely
By K. Connie Kang
San Francisco Examiner

SEOUL _ After decades of
being forced to keep themselves and their money at
home in order to amass foreign
exchange for national
development, South Koreans
are finally able to live it up
abroad.
Under a new policy which
took effect this month,
Koreans can freely travel
abroad and take as lJ'uch as
$10,000 with them. The
liberalized travel policy,

combined with the rapidly
appreciating Korean currency
- the Korean won increased 17
percent in value against the
U.S. dollar last year alone has suddenly made foreign
travelafavoritewayforSouth
Koreans to spend money.
"We've worked very hard
and earned a lot of money, so
we should enjoy the fruits of
our labor," says Lee Jum-sok,
a magazine writer who has
helped coordinate overseas
travel.
Travel agents say business

~~~i?~!~ f!~~ !:~~I~

formation .gain~ will be given
undue weight m the recommendation the task force plans
to make to Benjamin
Shepherd, vice president for
academic affairs, by the thlrd
week in February.
Speculating on the results of
a student survey, Scales
related the problem of drawing
conclusions from the data,
"You're probably going to get
~ lot of black students say 'yes
by God we ought to have a
degree granting program (in
BAS).' You're probably going

of1white students
who say 'I don't give a damn. ,,'
Bryson said, "U's a lot more
complex than the students
realize."
There have been loud
complaints from students and
Luke Tripp, the only professor
who works exclusively within
BAS, that administrators are
attempting to do away with
BAS by denying faculty in
tenure track positions tenure.
Tripp and another BAS
faculty member Maria Mootry
were denied tenure on the
basis of a lack of published
material.

PRIORITY, from Page
D-Murphysboro, said his close
association with the University
and his serving on the Higher
Education Committee will
prompt him to continue
wo!"king hard for education.
Beginning his eighth term as
an Illinois legislator, Rich-

~~n;s sa~ts hide~~\i~:o~~

education for Southern Illinois
and added "anything which
benefits education, I will get
behind."'
State Rep. David Phelps, D-

1---

Eldorado, serves on the
Elementary and Secondary
Education Committee and is in
his third term in the Illinois
House.
Phelps said he hopes
legislators and Gov. James R.
Thompson are able to work out
a plan so that funding for
education is not spread to
thinly.
"The No. 1 priority is taking
care of education," Phelps
said.

is brisk and foreign embassies
in Seoul report an unprecedented request for visas.
"We're busy as the
dickens," said U.S. Con.sul
General Edward Wilkinson.
HesaidtheU.S.Embassyhere
issued 11,787 visas last month
- an all-time record and a 100
percent increase over the
same month in 1987.
"We want Koreans to bring
bags of won and spend their
money in the U.S.," Wilkinson
said.
"Koreans havp
disposable income. We know

"I am really looking forward
to seemg places I have only
seen on television and
movies, to said Kim Soon-ae,
who will be traveling with her
husband to Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Bangkok, Singapore and
Bali. This will be the first
overseas trip for the couple,
both in their 50s.

Choi Won-bom of Hanju
Travel says people are

Scripps Howard News Service

ANNEX, f~o~ Page 1
The college d~ not receive
funds ~rom j,;JX revenues.
Ec~omlcally, the East St.
Lows. an:a c~d not support
an lI~shtutlOn of higher
education.

RJ(.hard Bonne~, president
of .State Commuruty College,
said the legislation is
~'luc!icr?US." "sm is a senior
Inshtuh~n and we are a
comIf;luruty coll.eg~. T~ey have
two different mISSIOns. '
Bonner also noted that the
coll~~e. ha~ contested the
audit s fmdings and that the
finding c.ont~ined factual
errors and IS bemg reworded.
sm administrators and the
Board of Trustees will take a
"closer look" at legislation to

Leverenz, a member of the
Legif',tive Audit Commission,
said the college needs a new
form of control. "I have been
on the audit commision for 12
years, and this is the worst run
institution in state government," Leverenz said.

snapping up package trips to
Southeast Asian countries,
costing from $2,000 to $3,000.

Koreans, like Japanese, spend
money when they travel three or four times more than
we do."
Some of Seoul's major travel
agencies say they have so
much business they ae being
forced to turn down clients.
"I have a lot more people
who want tt) travel than there
are seats available," said
Hwang Jun-bae, of Daehan
Travel in downtown Seoul.

put Sta te Community College
under the wing of the sm
System, Vice Chancellor
James Brown said.
"It is an interesting bill,"
Brown said. "It has to be
looked at closely. It would call
for the Board of Trustees to
take on considerable
responsibility."
Administrating a community
college has not been in the
realm of SlU's thinking,
Brown said.

SENATE, from Page 1 - - - said only the president and
CIA chairperson know who is
in ~olation of the academic

resulted from it.
"Juliana Taylor was a bad
egg," Steinbeck said. "Instead
of resigning, she dragged it on.
It was just one bad person who
gave USG a bad name."
However, Sen. Mike Putz~k
supported Taylor in her attempt to remain on the Senate.
Putzek said the main issue was
not Taylor's GPA, but the
c01l3titution's ambiguity.
"I wasn't about to impeach

r~u;rements.

When I confronted her or.
her GPA she said she would
put up a fight," Hall said.
John Steinbeck, a former
East Campus senator, said he
resigned from his position
because. of the controversy
surroundmg Taylor and the
"big mess" in the USG that

anyone without solid ground
rules," Putzek said. "The
consitution's wording was just
too vague."
Vice President Larvester
Gaither said he "was appalled" that the senate
dragged out the issue, but now
the controversy is over. He
added that academic
eligibility would continue to be
one of the USG's biggest
concerns.
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Celebrate With Us For A Fine Saluki
Basketball Season.
Bring in a season ticket, new ticket, or a ticket stub
and receive any of the following:
1. $2.00 Fuji volcano with a dinner purchase.
2. $4.00 Fuji volcano
3. I3uy 1st dinner at regular price and receive 2nd
dinner of equal or lesser value at IlL. price.
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Metal detectors to be used
for security at inauguration
WASHINGTON (UPI) With a president, a president-

:~t,ar:os'tC:J'r:!d~::;!

leadership on an inaugural
platform before 140,000 people,
their safe!r. and their
government s stability - is
paramount.
For this Inauguration Day,
law enforcement agencies
have erected the most extensive security system ever
seen on Capitol Hill- one so
tight that for the first time,
every inaugural vistor Friday
must pass through metal
detectors at just four entry
points.
"It's a unique responsibility," said officer Dan
Nichols, a Capitol Police
Department spokesman.
"Events in the world toCay
have changed the face of the
inail$"llration, and changed the
way we have to respond to the
possibility of events, threats.

We learn something new every
time we do this."
Gone are the days when an
inaugural ticket bolder could
park nearby, stroll to the
grounds and take a seat.
This year each of the 140,000
people wit!: invitaticns must go
through a magnetometer to
enter the Capitol grounds. The
Secret Service wanted to do
that in 1985, but bitter cold
forced the ceremony indoors ..
The security chores
spread among a number of
agencies: the Capitol Hill

are

go~:ct~~!n~~CPo~

Department, the FBI ar.d
others.
There is no firm number of
officers and agents involved,
but the entire 1,27~person
Capitel Police force will be at
work Friday, and many in the
4,055-person city police
department will be detailed to
the parade route and other

duties. Tbe Secret Service's
uniform d:vision will be
helping out at Capitol Hill.
Law
enforcement
authorities, who will work out
of several command posts in
and around Capitol Hill, were
reluctant to dis<"JSS specifics
of the plan assembled with a
year of planning.
But because of the use of
metal detectors, they warn
those coming to the W~t Front
of the Capitol to come early,
use public transportation and
not bring coolers, thermos
botUes or packages onto the
grounds. Tickets are color
coded to direct visitors to their
particular entrance and
viewing area.
Entry to the Capitol itself
will be severely restricted different passes are needed to
enter the House and Senate
side, and both are needed to
move back and forth within the
building.

Young AIDS victim anxious to see
hero, George Bush, at inaugural
ST. LOUIS (UPI> - A 7year-old boy who contracted
the AIDS virus through blood
traru;fusions plans to attend
the inauguration this week of
his hero, George Bush - a trip
made possible by newspaper
readers who donated money
for the trip.
Although Keith Croffoot of
Belleville, Ill., became ill
during the weekend and
remained
hospitalized
Tuesday, his mother, Deanna
Croffoot, said she expected he
would be ahle to make the trip
to Washington for U>~ Friday
inauguration.
Keith became ill Sunday
with flu-like symptoms and

was admitted to Cardinal terview. Bush had said that if
Glennon Children's Hospital in his grandchild got AIDS
through a blood transfusion, he
St. Louis, his mother said.
"I've talked to the doctors- hoped tha t the child would not
and nothing is 100 percent be subj(.'ct to discrimination
guaranteed - but they say he from people who believe
definitely should be able to mistakenly that the disease
make the trip," Croffoot said can be transmitted through
in a telephone interview casual contact.
Tuesday. "His system is being
"I read Keith virtually all
built up so that when he does there is about AIDS because he
get out ther·t, he'll feel a lot wants to know," Croffoot said.
"If I don't read it and he sees it
better."
Crof{oot said she and Keith in the paper, he insists I read it
planned to leave Thursday or he tries to read it himself. I
mOrning for Washington.
~~h~x!~re the positive news
Keith first began to appreciate Bush last year when
"When I read him what Bush
the vice pr~ident talked about said, he said, 'Mom, that's the
AlDS in a newspaper in- vice president savine that. ,..

Woman buys
$1,200 pair
of shoes

I'd!!" 8. l>dlly Egyplian. January 1~. 19~\I

WASHINGTON

(SHNS}

- While inaugural planners

put the fmishbg touches on
the $25 ml1lion extravaganza for Presidentelect George Bush, more
than 75 groups have
organized counter-inaugural events to espouse
e-:erything from anti-fur to
ERA to Iran-Contra conspiracy theories.
"We came toget.'1er to
oppose the extravagant
inauguration and express
outrage with a government
that's failed to meet the
needs of its people," Lisa
Fitchian, co-coordinator of
the Washington eeace
Center, said. "We saw this
as a time to come together
in a united voice."
The center is one of the
main groups behind the

"Counter
Inaugural
Coalition for a People's
Agenda," which has
scheduled several antiir,augural
protests,
demonstrations
and
educational events to
coincide with official
events. Coalition supporters
and oilier groups plan to
assemble outside most of
the inaugural events to
distribute leaflets.
Among the counterinaugural events:
On Wednesday night,
those attending the
inauguration's most expensive and exclusive
event, the black-tie, $1,500a-ticket Inaugural Dinner at
Union Station, will enter
past a free outdoor banquet
for the hungry and
homeless.
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Boccoli Beef or
Sweet and Sour Chicken
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See the difference?
Try a Chinese Diet!
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$2.95
SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS
You want a career where the sky is your limit
and you are in control.
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Self-Serve Copies
• We're highlighting our self-serve
copiers by giving away a free highlighter with
any self-serve order.
• Just be one of our first 300 customers
who bring in this coupon and use the
self-serve machines.
·Five copiers, one express copier to get
you on your way faster.
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Before You Pick
Up Your Books

lunch Special 11-2:30

Scripps Howard News Service

Norma Ikard of Santa
Teresa, N.M., is getting a real
kick from her newest shoes.
For $1,200, Ikard has purchased a pair of drop-deadchic shoes from Neiman
Marcus: white satin high heels
decorated with red, silver and
blue rhinestones that create a
Stars and Stripes pa ttern.
Neiman Marcus, the swanky
Dallas-based
department
store, offered the shoes in midDecember as the perfect
patriotic footwear for the Bush
inaugural cfelebration.
Ikard, however, is the only
person ,n the country to purchase the shoes, which were
made to order for her size sixand-a-half foot. She also
bought the ma tching $875
handbag.
The shoes have attracted
worldwide attention. Camera
crews from Japan and
Australia have filmed them,
and they were scheduled to be
featured on "Good Morning,
America" on Wednesday.
"I'm crazy about shoes,"
Ikard said. "I buy shoes and
then find something to go with
them." Sbe says she can't even
estimate how many pairs of
shoes she already owns.
The biggest problem was
finding a gown to complement
the shoes. which have red and
silver horizontal stripes
running along the outside

Inauguration attracts
attention of opposers

Be.cofl"le an Air Traffic Control Specicllist...
YOIJ'II taka off for career heights never before
imagined.
You'll have a career with a tomorrow because
today's aviation world is constantly expanding.
Enjoy a career with salaries up to $60K-plus,
generous vacation, and excellent retirement.
A college degree in any major, work
experience, or a combination of college and
work will qualify.
Send your name and address on a postcard for
an application and more information to:

Federal Aviation Adminislration
Dept:AP5

P.O. Box 26650
Oklahoma City, OK 73126

the copy center

An Equal Opportunity Empoyer

549-0788

Discover Today's FIA
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Housewares industry sales up, exports doubled
CHICAGO
<UPI)
Housewares industry sales
climbed 12.6 percent to $35.2
billion last year and exports
more than doubled, the
National
Housewares
Manufacturers Association
reported Tuesday.
The NHMA "State of the

Stockpiled
wares up
in industry
WASHINGTON <UPI) BLlSiness stockpiles swelled 0.4
percent in November, the
biggest increase since September, the Commerce
Department said Tuesday.
Manufacturers' and trade
inventories, adjusted for
seasonal variations but not for
price changes, were estimated
at $753.6 billion at the end of
November, the department's
Census Bureau said.
The inventories were 0.4
percent ahead of the end of
October level and 7.6 percent
above the end of November
1987, the bureau said It was
the s~t rise since a 0.9
percent Jump from August to
September.
Stockpiles rose less than 0.1
percent from the end of September to the end of October,
revised Census Bureau figures
showed.
Bulging inventories could
mean either price cuts or
factory slowdowns in coming
months to move goods of
warehouse shelves and
backlots.
However, the ratio of inventories to sales has stayed at
a steady 1.5 months' supply for
the past two months, which is
considered a healtby level and

Industry," released at the
association's Internati<lnal
Housewares Exposition, was
prepared by the Braxton
Associates division of Touche
Ross based on a survey of
NHMA members.
"The state of the housewares
industry is excellent," Don C.

Hawley, a Braxton Associates
partner, told NHMA members
at the exposition.
Industry sales were up 12.6
percent, to $35.2 billion, in 1988,
compared to $31.3 t-illion m
1987, Hawley said.
"If we eliminate inflation
from that figure, it is still

Rising stock
leads firm
to drop offer
By Joe Blade
Minneapolis·SI. Paul Star Tribune

The rising price of CVN
Companies stock h&s forced
the withdrawal of an
acquisition offer by TeleCommunications Inc., a
Denver cable-TV company
that already owns partofCVN.
Tele-Communications with·
drew its offer of $14 in cash and
$4 in subordinated debt per
sharp after CVN's stock closed
above $IS Friday. The strek's
higher price in over-thecounter trading made it likely
that shareholders would vote
down a lower-priced takeover
offer.
However, after word was
released
that
Tele·
Communications had dropped
if.., nffer. CV"·s stock drnpppd
i:! 7~ ct :,Ij-::ire :\1onda.'>

growth gives us a real growth
rate of S.l percent. This real
growth rate exceeds historical
rates for both GNP and
disposable personal income,
and from our experience, it is
among the highest growth
rates for any U.S. industry
segme!lt," Hawley said.

TEXTBOOKS?
UBS is TEXTBOOK
HEADQUARTERS for the busy SIU
student. Textbooks for ALL of your
SIU classes are available at our
convenient location in the SIU
Student Center.

USED BOOKS?
UBS HAS THEM!

Shop early for best selection,
remember . . . you save 25% on your
books when you buy them used!

WE'RE HERE
TO SERVE YOU!

~8:lik~=p~sal:at

inventories are really Dretty
good." except for a 1'little
overhang" in automobiles,
said Lawrence Chlmerine,
chief ezonomist for the WEFh.
Group of economic forecasters
in Bala Cynwyd, Pa.
"What today's numbers
suggest is that ... inventories
are not going to be a big
limiting factor on growth as we
go forward, " Chimerine said.
Excluding' the huge
automotive sector, total
retailers inventories were up
0.7 percent, the bureau said.

outstanding growth," Hawley
said.
Government figures show
the general level of inflation
for the past year at about 4.5
percent.
"Subtracting this 4.5 perceLt
from 12.6 percent nominal

We work long and hard during
t.he year to make sure all your
textbooks are on the shelf when you
come back to school. Check us out,
we have more books on the shelf
than ever before . . . spend your
textbook dollars where they will do
YOU the most good!
Money spent
at UBS goes back into the operation
of your Student Center. So buy
m~~I!YV4our textbool,s at the
~~lii University Bookstore,
fi
the best place to shop. . . .
for your textbooks!

OPEN
Tues.-Thurs.,
8:00-8:00
Fri., 8:00-5:30
Sat., 10:00-3:00
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Satellite backlog will take many
PATRICK AIR FORCE
BASE, Fla. <UPIl - The
backlog of high-priority
satellites grounded by the
Challenger disaster and other
rocket failures will not be
eliminated until at least 1992,
even though up to 26 major
rocket launches are planned
for the East Coast this year
alone, officials said Tuesday.
CoL Lawrence Gooch,
commander of the Eastern
Space and Missile Center at
Patrick Air Force Base, said
the Air Force is finally on the
verge of overcoming a string
of rocket failures in 1985 and
1986 that devastated the
nation's military space
program.
Even so, the sheer number of
grounded payloads will not be
erased for years to come.
"I don't think that we will
have worked off the backlog of
satellites until probably 1992 or
1993," Gooch said. "I believe
we probably have on tl:e order
of 40 satellites (stored) in
clean rooms. "
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Gooch said 25 to 30 satellites
in the backlog are military
payloads, the rest belonging to
NASA or private industry.
As a result of the Challenger
disaster and the Lack-to-back
failures of powerful unmanned

"I don't think that we
will have worked off
the backlog of
satellites until
probably 1992 or
1993."
-Lawrence Gooch

Tilan 34D rockets, the Air
Force emoarked on an unprecedented military space
buildup to guarantee "assured
access to space" for important
military payloads.
The buildup reflected a
move toward a "mixed fleet"
strategy combining NASA's

manned space shuttle with a
robust fleet of unmanned
launchers to insulate highpriority national security
payloads from delays caused
by problems with any singie
rocket system.
Gooch said the mixed fleet
policy will begin paying off this
year with the debut flights of
new Titan 4 rockets, upgraded
Delta 2s and more powerful
Atlas-Centaur space boosters.
The Air Force operates two
major space launch facilities:
one in the Cape Canaveral
area and the other at Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif.
Space shuttles are only
launched from the East Coast
and, in general, fewer major
laun~hes take p!s.ce on the
West Coast.
Given NASA's plans to
launch seven shuttle flights
this year, Gooch said up to 26
major East Coast space

la~~~hfu.:{~f~'r~l~ ~n

45, second only to the space
shuttle in payload capacity, is

years to rectify

scheduled for its maiden the Air Force to launch Global
blastoff in the next two Positioning
System
months. Launch had been navigational satellites, is
planned for last October but it scheduled to make its debut
was delayed by problems with around Feh.7.
the rocket's giant nose-cone
That Hight will mark tl)e
first of at least six and possibly
seven military Delta 2 launehes scheduled for IS89. In
Gooch said 25 to 30
addition, rocket builder Mcsa.tellites in the
Donnell Douglas is readying
two commercial Delta 2s for
backlog are military
launch along with an older
Delta
seheduled for blastoff in
payioads. the rest
late February or March to
belonging to NASA or carry a Strategic Defense
Initiative payload into orbit for
private industry.
the "Star Wars" program.
fairing, minor trouble with its
refurbished launch pad and
other technical snags.
Two Titan 4s and the last twl)
Titan 3IDs in the Air Force
inventory are scheduled for
launch in 1989, along with two
commercial Titans marketed
by builder Martin Marietta.
The first Delta 2, one of
nearly two dozen ordered by

And finally, the first new
Atlas Centaur rocket, carrying
a commercial payload, is
scheduled for a fall liftoff.
Altogether, three Atlas.
Centaurs, built by General
Dynamics Corp.,
are
scheduled for olastoff in 1989,
including one damaged in 1987
in a launch pad accident.
"The action is upon us,"
Gooch said.
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University Loft Co_ is a subsidiary division of J Squared
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Back-io-School Sale
Many Art Supplies
Reduced
15%- - 50%
Art and Drafting
Class Lists
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All Art Brushes. on Sale 25% OFF
Let Us be Your'-Art Supply Headquarters
Courteous, Helpful 8taffto Assist & Select the Product Best for You
10 Percent Everyday Discount to Students·
Get Your Discount Card Today
Stiles Office and Art
701 E. Main St. 529·3631
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Elbo Macaroni

Bananas
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$1 99
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YOUR ONE STOP SHOPPING EXPERtFNCE
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Shooting Death penalty date set
results in 10 years after crime
5 deaths
STOCKTON, Calif. (UPl) A man in COD'l' ~t f .. ugues
opened fire Tuesday with an
automBtic rifle and two f~I~~
in a school playground, . .
at least five students and
wounding about 30 others,
many critically, then committed suicide, police said.
The attacker entered the
plaY~"round of the Cleveland
Elementary School between
11: 30 a.m. and noon and fiNd
with two handguns, possibly
automatic pis',ols, and an AK47 assa;ut rifle, Deputy Police
Chief Ralph Tribble said.
Bullets hit ~t least 35
youngsters, killing five of the

~~e:!e~~e~f ::~~

TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
<uP!) - Gov. Bob Martinez
signed a new death warrant
Tuesday for mass murderer
Theodore "Teri" Bundy,
woo lost hi .. bid to have the
Supreme Court overturn his
death sentence for the
slaying of a 12-year-ol d girl.
"Ted Bundy is one of the
most notorious killers in our
nation's history, and he has
used legal maneuverings ta
do-lge the electric chair for
10 years," said Martinez,
who signed the warrant
after Bundy's appeal was
rejected Tuesday morning.
"Justice has been on hold
for a decade," the governor
said, "and it's about time
1 ed Bundy paid for his
crimes."
Bundy's new c.ieath
warrant is the sp,cond he has
re<.::C:ved after hiS conviction in Lhe d~th of
Kimberlv Diane Leach of
Lake City, Fla. He i,.
sc,;.eduled to die Jan. 24 at 7

was "shocked" that Martinez had signed a warrant
giving him only one week to
mount an appeal.
"It almost amounts to
playing games with the
Judicial system, to treat
something as serious as an
execution - regardless of
who the defendant is - in a
man..."1er that reauires a
defendant to try and 38ve
his lif~ U1 just seven days,"
Coleman said.
Coleman pian;; to seek a
stay o~ execution in Florida
and federal courts. He said
he would ask the courts to
let him present a new
argument about the constitutionality of Bundy's
trial, but declined to specify
what that argument would

be.
"If the (legaJ) process
works. I believe we have a

Stockton, 120 miles east of San
Francisco, Tribble said,
Fifteen were hospitalized in
good chance of winning a
critical condition, Tribble said.
stay." he said,
Mike Cockrell of the San
Martinez countered that
a.I!~,
Joaquin Coun f Office of
!n W2shington, Bundy's Bundy has had 11 years to
Emergency Service said onlv
lawyer Jim Coleman said he defend himself.
that "many of the studentsr,
were in critical condition. The
victims were taken to hospitals
in Stockton as well as in
I'eighboring Modesto.
The motive and the identity
SALUKJ CURRENCY EXCHANGE
of the assailant were a
mystery, officials said.
"We've had a very terrible
tragedy in our community,"
Tribble said.
CHECKS CASHED ~STERN UNION
Ellen Rich of St. Joseph's
Medical Center in Stockton
said the young survivors told
*Money Orders
"Travelers Checks
her the attacker was "drePed
in satanic attire."
But Deputy Police Chief Ii
Jack Calkins said the gunman
"11tle & Registration
"Notary Public
was clad "in (military) fa~e
Service
clothing, wore a black vest.'
Tribb\e said the gunman was
wearing full combat fatigues,
a flak jacket and ear plugs. He
*1990 Passenger car renewal stickers
was firing an AK-47 "with a
full banana clip...
Stockton Unified School
"PRIVATE MAILBOXES FOR RENT
District spokesman John Klose
said the at18.ck occurred
Plaza Shopping Center
between 11:30 a.m. and noon
606 S. Illinois, Carbondale
during recess on the recreation
yard at the school.
549-3202

kinkO's®

OFESSOR PUBLISHIf-lG
SAVES PROFESSORS AND SiUDENTS
TIME AND MONEY I
HOW IT WORKS:

• Professors give us lecture notes. old tests, sections of
beoks alld othdr cl=oom materials
• Kinko's photocopies them and returns your original
• Klnko's assembles!l"le materials Into book torm
• Kinko's distributes your materials to the students

kinkO'sGP
the copy center
549-0788 • OPEN 24 HOURS

·Having trouble deciding if your emergency
is an emergency?
·Need medical or self-care advice?

~~

I

Register now for spring workshops

~1kr

Matting and Framing naskets
Japanese Bookbinding Open ::'m(tlc,
Marbelizing Paper
Guitar
Raku
Origami
Parent/Kid Clay
Papermaking
Landscape Painting
Kid's Kites
Kid's Mixed Mldia
Beginning Pottery
Kid'selay
Basic Wood
Make a Lamp
Portraits
Kid's Jewelry
Phon,,:
Patchwork Quilts Crdil ... hop - H:;-:l6::16
Wood Shol' - :;:;ti-:?121
Cake Decorating
The ('J;jll Shop j, lo,all'd ,iJ rlw Ilonh er.lI of [hc>
Bi,r; \luclL" Room. In ,h" b;j"',,,~nl lnel ,,/ Ih,'
""Udt'1l1 C"lllcl. ""Hl!tlt'rn )lIl11oh l':1I1, ... i" al
( •• ""Jld,Ji,

~--------------------------~®

A Large Cheese Pizza
For Just $6.89!uulu)

AI. this price you can afford
10 top off • large cheese
pizza any
you liks.
load it up with the t0ppings of your choice for
just. little extra. And of
course. _11 deliver your
custom-made pizza hot
and fresh 10 your door

war

Hours:
4:3Opm-1am Sun •.:rhul8.
4:3Opm-2am Fri. & Sal.

In 30 minutes or less.
Guaranteed! Call now.

No coupon necessary,
Just Ask!

Call us!
549-3030
616 East Walnut
Eastgate Plaza, Carbondale, II.

Beer drinkers will pay more
to enjoy a drink next month

'Moonwalker' video
rich in special effects

Scripps Howard News Service

Scripps Howard News Service

How's this for the couch
potato blues? First cable TV,
now beer.
That's right, that bottle of
Bud is going to cost more next
month. And very likely, that
can of Coors, too.
Industry leader AnheuserB'lsch !'ecently notified
wholesalers in various sections
of the country that it will raise
prices about 23 cent:; a case
Feb.l.
Three other brewers Stroh. Miller and G. Heilerr.an
- followed Busch on what has
become a nearly annual price
hike.

Adolph Coors Co. has not

announced an increase, but
industry insiders expect the
Golden, Colo.,-based brewer,
the nation's fourth-largest, to
join in.
"We can't comment on
prices until it's appropriateif tilen," a Coors spokeswoman
said.
In some areas, supermarket
beer could cost a dime more a
six pack, and some liquor
stores plan to raise prices up to
a quarter a six-pack.
"The ...creases are very
similar to last year at this
same time,"
said Russ
Dispense, vice president of
King Soopers. The grocery
chain plans to pay from 30

cents to $1 more a case,
depending on the distributor.
"We're being told the increases are due to the cost of
ingredients,
particularly
barley and rice, going up
because of last summer's
drought."
"Everything points to a Feb.
1 increase," said Don Taylor,
vice president of Murray
Distributing Co., a Denver
distributor of Heileman.
"We've been told Busch has
already notified the grocery
chains, who are always the
first to know. Tha t means the

r~uo~ S!~~r ;~~i~a~eSh~~~~
week, at the outside."

Toronto-based Canada Malting Co.
is largest producer of malt in world
Toronto Globe and Mail
TORONTO Canada's
largest producer of malt for
the beer, spirits and food
s~tors i& becoming a major
player on the world scene by
acquiring a large U.S. malt
producer for $125 million.
Toronto-based Canada
Ma:ting Co. Ltd. said the
purchase of Great Western
Malting Co., a division of
Penwest Ltd. of Bellevue,
Wash., makes the Canadian
company the largest producer
of malt in the world.
'Neil Wickham, an analyst
with Canarim Investment
Corp. Ltd" hailed the mg.ye as

a good one for the company
that will probably prompt it to
"really blossom" within two
years when about half the debt
related to the purchase should
be paid off.
The takeover comes 9t a
time when Canadians' consumption of alcoholic
beverages is sliding as the
population grows older and
watches its health and
waistline more closely.
Because of the stagnant
market for beer, liquor and
wine, Canada Malting had the
options of either moving into
some other industry or going
outslde the country if it wanted

to grow, said Jonathan
Bamberger, vice president of
finance and corporate
development.
It chose the latter option, he
said, because "we feel most
comfortable in malting and we
know it well."
Penwest selected Canada
Malting over several international bidders, the
Canadian company said.
Great Western, the IargE'St
malt producer in the western
United States, has plants in
Vancouver, Wash., Pocate&o,
Idaho, and Los Angeles.

Let's fact: it: Michael
Jackson will never have to
worry about being called a
starving artist.
Based on CBS Music

ro~~ 1:;~I~~t~

the number of Thriller
videos sold - the gloved one
is already moonwalking his
way to the bank.
"Moonwalker" is a lively,
sophisticated and at times
gratingly trite video that
couches
Jackson's
acrobatic dancing in a sea
of special effects. We're
talking Spielbergian levels
here: exploding spaceships,
dissolving free2.e-frdmes
and an obligatory cast of
thousands.
The video opens with a
live stage version of "Man
in the Mirror," taped on
Jackson's recent worldwide
tour. It then breezes into a
retrospective of the singer's
24-year career, complete
with glimpses of early
television specials he did
with The Jackson 5.
But the production values
hit their peak in the next
quartet of "Badder," a cute
spoof on the "Bad" video
that uses a cast of children;
the expensive and expansive animation of
"Speed Demon," which
unfolds like a Road Runner
cartoon, and "Leave Me
Alone," recel'\tly hyped on
music video shows for its
brisk sense of self-parody.
\ In this collage of unages,

Scripps Howard News Service

Jackson pokes fun at
himself and the media by
incorporating scenes of a
shrine to Liz Taylor, a duet

~~et~e ~~~~~!n:an~f

Bubbles the chimp.
But the highlight of
"Moonwalker" is the 40minute "Smooth Criminal"
film, a movie within a movie
that casts Jackson as a lowkey superhero pitted
against Joe Pesci as a
zealous drug lord out to
corrupt the minds of all
children.
Like so much about the
Michael Jackson of the '80s,
"Smooth Criminal" is both
slick and excessive.
Children will delight in the
loads of special effects and
suave dance steps. But,
somehow, the music gets
lost in the mayhem.
Jackson goes through a
metamorphosis in one scene
tha t makes the Transformers look like recycled
Tupperware.
The real surprise oC
"MoonwaJker" is Jackson's
stage version of the Beatles'
"Come Together." Simply
put, it's electrifying.
Technically, "Moonwalker" is the most complex made-for-tape music
production ever mounted.
Every frame oozes mooey.
Still, one hopes the next
Michael Jackson video will
be a little more down to
earth. A man of his talent
doesn't need overwrought
special effects to leave a
lasting impression.

COLLEGE
BOWL

SPC Films Presents

W ANTS TO PICK YOUR Br«AIN
The Ultimate Intellectual Challenge

JANUARY 30, FEBRUARY 2
·Four Members to B team
·Maximur/rOfTwo Graduate
...- - - - - - . , . . Students Per Team
·$10.00 Registration Fee

Student Center Auditorium
Admission $2.00
Thursday, Jan. 19 - 7 & 9pm
Friday, Jan. 20 - 8 & lOpm
Dress Up!
Go Nuts!
For more info Call SPC at 536-3393

• *Sign lJjJ by Janua" 2.7
1989, 4:00p.m. In Tne
Student Programmillg.

Council Office
3rd Floor Studem ("..enter
Call 536..J393 for mere Info.
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Beer drinkers will pay more "Moonwalker' video
to enjoy a drink next month rich in special effects
Scripps Howard News Service

How's this for the couch
potato blues? First cable TV,
now beer.
That's right, that bottle of
Bud is going to cost more next
month. And very likely, that
can of Coors, too.
Industry leader AnheuserB'lsch :oecently notified
wholesalers in various sections
of the country that it will raise
prices about 23 cen~ a case
Feb. I.
Three other brewers Stroh, Miller and G. Heilerr,an
- followed Busch on what has
become a nearly annual price
hike.

Adolph Coors Co. has not

announced an increase, but
industry insiders expect the
Golden, Colo.,-based brewer,
the nation's fourth-largE'St, to
join in.
"We can't comment on
prices until it's appropriate if tI.en," a Coors spokeswoman
said.
In some areas, supermarket
beer could cost a dime more a
six pack, and some liquor
stores plan to raise prices up to
a quartet a six-pack.
"The .••creases are very
similar to last year at this
same time," said Russ
Dispense, vice president of
King Soopers. The grocery
chain plans to pay from 30

cent£ to $1 more a case,
depending on the distributor.
"We're being told the increases are due to the cost of
ingredients,
particularly
barley and rice, going up
because of last summer's
drought."
"Everything points to a Feb.
1 increase," said Don Taylor,
vice president of Murray
Distributing Co., a Denver
distributor of Heileman.
"We've been told Busch has
already notified the grocery
chains, who are always the
first to know. That means the

~~lIuo~ S!~~~ ~r~i~a~eSh~~~~
week, at the outside."

Toronto-based Canada Malting Co.
is largest producer of malt in world
Taronto Globe and Mail

TORONTO Canada's
largest producer of malt for
the beer, spirits and food

~~~ ! ~ :ce,:j~

acquiring a large U.S. malt
producer for $125 million.
Toronto-based Canada
Ma;ting Co. Ltd. said the
purchase of Great Western
Malting Co., a division of
Penwest Ltd. of Bellevue,
Wash., makes the Canadian
company the largest producer
of malt in the world.
Neil Wickham, an analyst
with Canarim Investment
Corp. Ltd .. hailed the m~e as

a good one for the company
that will t>robably prompt it to
"really blossom" within two
years when about haH the debt
related to the purchase should
be paid off.
The takeover comes at a
time when Canadians' consumption of alcoholic
beverages is sliding as the
population grows older and
watches its health and
waistline more closely.
Because of the stagnant
market for beer, liquor and
wine, Canada Malting had the
options of either moving into
some other industry or going
outside the country if it wanted

to grow, said Jonathan
Bamberger, vice president of
finance and corporate
development.
It chose the latter option, he
said, because "we feel most
comfortable in malting and we
know it well."
Penwest selected Canada
Malting over several international bidders, the
Canadian company said.
Great Western, the Iargf'St
malt producer in the western
United States, has plants in
Vancouver, Wash., PocatehO,
Idaho, and Los Angeles.

Scripps Howard News Service

Let's fac~ it: Michael
Jackson will never have to
worry about being called a
starving artist.
Based on CBS Music

i~:~ 1~~!~~t~~

the number of Thriller
v ideos sold - the gloved one
is already moonwalking his
way to the bank.
"Moonwalker" is a lively,
sophisticated and at hmes
gratingly trite video that
couches
Jackson's
acroba tic dancing in a sea
of special effects. We'r(~
talking Spielbergian levels
here: exploding spaceships,
dissolving free:£e-frdmes
and an obligatory cast of
thousands.
The video opens with a
live stage version of "Man
in the Mirror," taped on
Jackson's recent worldwide
tour. It then breezes into a
retrospective of the singer's
24-year career, complete
with glimpses of early

:1~:nJ:=~

he did

But the production values
hit their peak in the next
quartet of "Badder," a cute
spoof on the "Bad" video
that uses a cast of children;
the expensive and expansive animation of
"Speed Demon," which
unfolds like a Road Runner
cartoon, and "Leave Me
Alone," recel'ltly hyped on
music video shows for its
brisk sense of self-parody.
In this collage of lInages,

Jackson pokes fun at
himseH and the media by
incorporating scenes of a
shrine to Liz Taylor, a duet

:~~et:e ~~1~~!n:an~~

Bubbles the chimp.
But the highlight of
"Moonwalker" is the 4(}minute "Smooth Criminal"
film, a movie within a movie
that casts Jackson as a lowkey superhero pitted
against Joe Pesci as a
zealous drug lord out to
corrupt the minds of all
children.
Like so much about the
Michael Jackson of the '80s,
"Smooth Criminal" is both
slick and excessive.
Children will delight in the
loads of special effects and
suave dance steps. But,
somehow, the music gets
lost in the mayhem.
Jackson goes through a
metamorphosis in one scene
that makes the Transformers look like recycled
Tupperware.
The real surprise of
"Moonwalker" is Jacksoo's
stage version of the Beatles'
"Come Together." Simply
put, it's electrifying.
Technically, "MOODwalker" is the most CCHDpia made-for-tape music
production ever mounted
Every frame oozes money.
Still, one hopes the next
Michael Jackson video will
be a little more down to
earth. A man of his talent
doesn't need overwrought
special effects to leave a
lasting impression.

Scripps Howard News Service
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SPC Films Presents

BOWL

WANTS TO PICK YOUR Bs(AIN
The Ultimate Intellectual Challenge

JANUARY 30, FEBRUARY 2
*Four Memben to a team
*Maximurn'OfTwo Graduate
Students Per Team

Student Center Auditorium

Admission $2.00
Thursday, Jan. 19 • 7 & 9pm
Friday, Jan. 20 • 8 & lOpm
Dress Up!
Go Nuts!
For more info Call SPC at 536-3393

*$10.00 Registration Fee

*Sign Up by Janua" 27
1989, 4:00p.m. In The

Student Programming.
Council Office
3rd floor Student Center

Call .536.J393 for mont Info.
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Gadhafi wants worldwide regime, abolishes state
LONDON (UP!) - Libyan
le.tder Moammar Gadhafi,
saying he wants to set up a
worldwide popular regime,
announced he will abolish state
institutions in Libya because
the country should be rultld by
its people.
"All the institutions which
are traditionally considered

state institutions are to be
abo!i.shed," Gadhaii said in an
addres:; Monday night to a
People's Congress in the
municipality of ai-Jabal alAkhdar.
His speech was broadcast by
Libyan television and
monitored by the British
Broadcasting Corp. in London.

Gadhafi said his idpals
would be the cornerstone fG. a
new world known as "the era
of the masses. "
"I am determined to set up a
popular regime in the world
whose basic foundation is
Libya. A real popular regime
and truly people's power," he
said.

"Tile struggle for power
mUSE end. The demonstrations,
the sit-ins and the protes.,; are
all against authority, a
struggle for power."
Gadhafi said among the
institutions he intends to
abolish is the Libyan news
agency JANA, which he said

"is housing a huge octopus
with hundreds of officials and
still is usele&;."
"Hot and fast news never
arrives. The news item
broadcast by the world bday,
our agency reports it to us the
day after tOltiOrrOW," Gadhafi
said.

Church, government in agreement
to invite pope for visit to Cuba
State tolerance
of religion may
be developing
Scripps Howard News Service

HAVANA - The Roman
Catholic church and the
government of Fidel castro
have agreed informally that
Pope John Paul II should be
invited to Cuba, a development
that show signs of greater
sta te tolerance toward
religion.
Havana Archbishop Jaime
Ortega affirmed in a recent
interview that the government
and the church basically agree
the pope should be invited.
"This will depend on more
conversations between the
church alld the state," Ortega
said. "But I believe the state
views the pope's vh:.it not only
as something acceptable but
as something positive, and it is

now a question of fixing a date
for the mvitation."
Church officials said an
invitation probably will be
extended this year, although
they believe it is unlikely the
pope will be able to visit in
1989. As a matter of protocol,
the church and the state would
issue separate invitations to
the pope.
An extensive dialogue aimed
at diffusing tensions between
the sl:.<" te and the church has
precedc!d discussions about
inviting the pope. The
government has begun to
make concessions to Catholics
and other denominations that
helped to ease a tense
relationship.
Among the concessions, the
church has received permission to open its own
printing press, which will
provide religious materials to
ail parishes and seminaries in
Cuba.

Train collides at crossing
killing 41, injuring 81
officials said.
The impact of the train,
travelling at about 50 mph
Tuesday at an unmanned. toward the town of Galle,
crossing in southern Sri crushed the bus and dragged it
about 250 yards along the track
Lanka, killing 41 people most of them children - and before the engine and the lead
car derailed, they said.
injuring 81, poli~ said.
The bus driver apparenUy
misjudged the speed or
Police officials said 41
distance of the train when he people died instantly and 81
decided to drive over the people were injured.
unattended crossing at
Most of the dead were
Ahungalla, 48 miles south of :=tsthel~~ 16-years-old
the capital of Colombo, police
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka <UPI)

;w!nJa~~~vi~r=

Another positive sign of
improving relations was the
presence of Cardinal Roger
Etchegaray, a Vatican
representative and head of the
Pontifical Commission of
Justice and Peace, at a New
Year's Day mass in the
Cathedral of Havana. Etchegaray met with Castro
during his stay in Cuba.
Ortega, archbishop of
Havana for six years, said the
invitation to John Paul II is no
longer conditioned on certain
requirements concerning the
normalization of church life in
Cuba.
"To a degree, these

f~il1~r:::r~e ~:k~h~de~

one of extending a formal
invitation to the sovereign
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Wednesday
Party With S.I.U. Vets Club

~HE RED LIGHT SPECIA~
Outrageous Drink Specials Announced
Every Hour
-valid only when red light Is flashing
Keep Your Budget on Track
v.ith:
AU
2 FOR 1
Day
DRINK SPECIALS
Long!

$1.00 GLASSES OF WHITE ZINFANDEL

Remember to Look for the
Flashing Red Light for
Different Drink Specials
Every Hour of the Day!

and state cannot be solved
before the pope arrives,"
Ortega said.

Welcome Back Specials
January 17 - 20 , 1989

"NEW ITEMS"

Student Center 1st Floor

Double Cheese Burger
.99 reg. $ 1.19

Student Center 1st Floor

100/0 Off all Omelettes

Student Center Lower Level

SOUp and salad $1.99
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FRESH CHICI(EH I!
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ANY BRAND,
ANYPARTSl!
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SHELF PRICES REFLECT 25% SAVINGS

COI(E - DIET
COI(E - SPRITE
AVAILABLE
FLAVORS
12pk
120z cans
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WASHINGTON STATE, RED
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Sil

One stop and you
are ready
for classes
MORE
School Supplies·

MORE
Art Supplies

MORE
Drafting Supplies

MORE
Free Parking
Sunday, January 15
10:00 am - 5:30 pm
Monday, January 16 - Thursday, January 19
8:00 am - 8:00 pm
Friday, January 20 & Saturday, January 21
8:30 am - 5:30 pm
Pa!!.' 16. Oail;o Egyptian. January 18. 1989

Book 51
Z

710 S. Illinois J
549-7304

TEXTBO()KS
If saving money
is your bag ...

FROM

710
BOOKSTORE
Supplies
Official S.l.U. Textbooks,

ore
ve.

Be Sure You
Have Our Bogi I
Daily EgypUan. January 18. 1989, Page 17

Report reveals intolerable conduct by Meese
Meese's lawyers
say report is
irresponsible
WASHINGTON (UPI) - In
a scathiitg report released
Tuesday, £be Justice Department's internal watchdog
rebuked former Attorney
General Edwin Meese for
violating numerous ethics
rules and "conduc~ which
shO'lici not be toleratEd of any
government emploYeE',"
•
The 61·page report by the
depa:-tment's Office of
Professional Responsibility
said that if Meese, who was
one of President Reagan's
closest confidants. were still in
office "we would recommend
that the president take
disciplinary action."
The report by OPR counsel
Michael Shaheen sought to
debunk Meese's contention
that he was "completely
vindicated" when a special
prosecutor decided last July
not to seek his indictment although concluding Meese
"probably violated" federal
tax and conflict-of·interest
13ws.

even the appearance of impropriety."
His report focused particularly on Meese's close ties
and assistance to his personal
lawyer, lobbyist and law
school classmate E. Robert
Wallach of San Francisco, who
secured Meese's influence for
his legal clients on several
occasions.
"We trust that this analysis
will lay to rest L~ claims by
Mr. Meese that the appropriate standard for official
behavior is whether an in·
depende'lt counseL seeks an
official's indiC'tment,"
Shaheen wrote.

sible" dnd "a travesty of

~!ce~~ aH:ft~' i~S~~
(Meese) inspired by the media
and his poatical opponents."
They also complained that,
while Shaheen's office interviewed Meese duril'.g the
course of its inquiry, he was
denied "any opportunity ... to
respond with argument before
OPR's judgment was made."
MEESE, WHO WAS on
vacation in Florida, could not
be reached ~')r comment.
Shaheen'S rePl'rt to Attorney
General Dick Thornburgh was
dated Oct. 28, but was not
released fo!' 10 weeks - after
President-elect George Bush
announced that Thornburgh
would stay on in the new ad·
ministration and just a few
days before Reagan leaves
office.
A t the White House,
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
said the report did not change
Reagan's mind about his
longtime trusted aide. He said
Reagan considers the report
"unnecessary, partially
because Mr. Meese has not
been in office for some time
and partially because it's
unwarranted.' ,
"The attorney general has
always acted properly in
carrying out the conduct of his
office," he said.

"WE FO{;SD THAT the
independent counsel's report
far irom \'indicates Mr.
Meese; rather, it details
conduct which should not be
tolerated of any government
~mpioyee, especially not the
attorney general of the United
States."
ShaheeL was asked last July
by acting Attorney General
Charles Fried to revif!'A> an
earlier, 830-page report in
wilich independent pro.ecutor
James McKay detailed a 14month criminal investigation
of Meese. Shaheen's report
addressed
only wbethpr Meese
SHAHEEN E~CORIA TED
Meese for repea.ed1y, in his may have violated federal and
department rules and
~~~l~~ :~d t:'~ida~nt::~ regulations for government
nation's ~p. h w enforcement employees.
In a IS-page response,
officer, failing to abide by a
FITZWATER SAID Reagan
1965 executive order requiring lawyers for Meese called the "feels that there have always
government officiaJs "to avoid report "flagrantly irrespon- been political enemies of At-

Report:
Meese had
alter ego
WASHINGTON (UPl)
From the day Edwin Meese
rose to national power, his
longtime friend E. Robert
Wallach was in his shadow,
offering suggestions on suI>jects ranging from Meese's
dietary habits to ways to
torpedo administration rivl'ls,
their calendars and logs show.
Wallach went so far in 1983
as to ser.d a memo to Meese a[
the White House with
"suggestions for increasing
EM's (Ed Meese's) power,
while decreasing U,e power of
James Baker," the influential
Treasury sec~tary who later
became presi jential chief of
staff.
According to the lo~;s,
Wallach urged Meese to
persuade President Reagan to
reassign Baker as CIA
director, creating the vacancy
by moving CIA chief William
Casey to the National Security
Council.
The compilation of pbune
logs, calendars, diaries,
sdledules, memos and letters,
released Tuesday, suggest
that Wallach sought to become
an alter ego to M~.
The logs describe these
Wallach contactB with Meese:
_On Oct. 26, 19£1, Wallacll
sent Meese a letter saying be
envisioned himself as "an
intensive support role, low
'it'ofile but Significant,
drawing on my talents for
organization and leadership to
accomplish tasts ...
-On Jan. 13, 1982, Wallach
sent Meese a letter with
"sugg~tions on bow EM can
better his press image."
-In early 1984, Wallach
memos focused (:!l subiects
ranging from the St)viet Union
to EI Saivador, South .~:nCd
and Ango'a

~I\LS:D

toney General Meese who
bave chosen to attack him for
various r~ons" l>Dd that
Meese "bar, performed in
outstanding fashion his public
service, has been dedicated
and shown great loyalty to the
government and to his
president."
Meese announ::ed his
resignation July 5, reportedly
after aides to Bush expressed
concerns that the continuing
controversy over his conduct
would become a campaign
issue that would ieopardize
Bush's bid for tbepresidency.
Shaheen's report concluded
that Meese violated federal
ethics rules and the 1965
executh,'e order in each of
three instances in which independent prosecutor James
McKay
concluded
he
"probably violated" the law:
by paying his 1985 taxes 15
months late; by underestimating pr{Jfits from the
sale of securities, and by
holding stock in the Bell
telephone system at the same
time he was assisting regional
Bell telephone companies in
seeking to revise a court antitrustorder.
THE WATCHDOG'S report
also said "there is evidence"
that Meese and Wallach were

: = e ofto a POSS~o~~
dollars to ~Israeli Labor
party to win its support for an
Iraqi pipeline project.
In releasing the report,

Thornburgh said be bad accepted Shaheen's fIDdings and
considers the matter closed.
However, he defended Meese
on one count by adding:
"It appears to me that Mr.
Meese's failure to fully dispose
of his financial interest in the
regional Bell operating
comnanies resulted from a
failure to obtain or act upon
adequate legal advice rather
than an intent to violate ethics
standards."
"BASED UPON the facts
that are available," Shaheen
wrote, "we must conclude that
Mr. Meese. in certain instances inv,,,lving Mr. Wallach,
either did not understand, or
did not appreciate, or simply
did not care what impression
could be left with the public
about his own integrity and the
integrity of the functions he
oversaw."
The report detailed three
instances "in which friendship
dicta ted government action: "
I!JMeese's intervention to
help Wedtech obtain a $30
million Army engine contract.
_His assistanc~ in obtaining
a
loan subordination
agreement from the Commerce Department that would
enable the firm to become a
publicly held company.
-His role, while lltklmey
general, in helping 'If':allach
promote the Iraqi pipeline
project on behalf of a client,
Swiss financier Bruce Ra~
paport.

Do You HaveR
Dental Concern or Problem?

~ Welcome Back
. . . .71.
Studvnts!
Only 8 weeks left to tan
before Spring Break

r----------------------,
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ISLAND TAN
549-7323

4 Tans- $10.00

I
I
II

Call 536-2421

STODEHTEMERGEHCY
DEHTAL SERVICE

! _______________________
J per person
expire'S 1·29-89 J

7 t 5 S. University
Carbondale
(enter next to Island Movie Library)

25A STC BUILDING

A PART OF YOUR SlUC STUDENT HEALTH PROGRAM

Weleome Baek SID Students

Too busy to cook?
We have an excellent food service
with a variety of meal plans available.
Stop by our cafeterIa for
&em,ester & monthly rates.

au- salon Is proud to otter
the New Image Salon
System • a revolutionay new
service where you can
octuolly~ you- rrew Cut.
Hair Color. or Complete
Mokeover~ the 'NOrk Is
done.

r

yOU' face Is placed or. a tv
screen and the new looks ----_IIIiLtJI~
you want magically change
you- appearance.

The New Image Salon System
etiminates those tears ot
change by letting you see
yourself first.

Directly Across From
Entrance to Campus
~---

CAll TODA. tOR AN
APPOINTMENT.

Art of Hair
11 N. 11th
Murphysboro
687-4747

Higher oil quota need9lj by OPEC nations - UAE
ABU DHABI (UPl) Venezuelan President-elect
Carlos Andres Perez said
Tuesday his country will
support the United Arab
Emrrates's demand for a
higher production quota within
the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries.
"I allowed myself to offer
Ol'" sUf,port for such an increase, , Perez said at a news
conference in Abu Dhabi after
talks with UAE leaders.
Venezuelan
officials
traveling with Perez qualified

his pledge, saying "The UAE
will have to cooperate by
adhering to their quota."
The Emirates' has an OPEC
quota of 998,000 barrels a day
but wants to pump' at least 1,5
million barrels daily.
It pumped at least 2 million
barrels a day in the last three
months of 1988 but oil industry
sources said the UAE's daily
production in January
declined to about 1.4. million
barrels.
The UAE's overproduction
threatens new OPEC ~uotas

that were intended to stem a
tw~year ~lut and reach the
cartel's pnce target of $18 per
barrel. The ~uotas slashed
overall production by 4 million
barrels.
The UAE is expected to
lobby for a new quota at the
next OPEC general meeting in
June. Perez said he will
support the UAE's efforts
then.
Perez arrived Monday in the
UAE, the first stop on a Persian GuH tour to promote his
call for a summit of OPEC's 13

heads of state. His trip also
will include Iran and Iraq.

of ~;~gth~:v~~J~~~~~
Algiers in 1975, when Iraq anc
Iran signed a peace
agreement.
In Mexico City, Indonesian
Energy Minister Ginandjar
Kartasasmita said the United
States is not interested in
cooperating with OPEC's
efforts to stabilize world oil
prices.
The United States is the
world's ~econd largest oil

producer but also its largest
importer.
"Americans are not keen on
cooperating with us, but as
long as they are not hostile
towards OPEC we don't have
any problem," said Kar·
tasasmita, whose country is a
member of OPEC.
"We must understand that
Americans have a different
way of seeing things, They are
creating pressure groups
among consumer countries.
We don't expect them to
cooperate with OPEC.

This is all
you need to agp
for the Cartl.
With Automatic Approval, it's easier to qualify while you're still in school.
Now getting the ('.ard is easier than ever. For the
very fH'Sttime. students can app'" for the American
Express' Card ol'e1' {be /Ibm;,'.
Simp" call[-SOO·'H~-A.\!f~X \\ell takevour application by phone and be~In to process it ri~ht a\\ar
~
It couldn't be easier.
~
\\'hat's more, becaLlse IOU allend
r •
thb school full time, rou can also take
::d\'3nla~e of the Automatic Approval
LO~K TO US
Offer for studenb. \\'ith this offer. IOU can
gtlthe American Exprl'So Card nght no;\~
withot.lt a full·time job or a credl! 11lStor" Hut if lUll
haw a credit hislOrl. it IllU,t he ullhlemished
It s actual" ea;,lcr!('flOU tl"jualin fortlwCard 1101',.
wi IIlnou rntill ;1 ,Wdell!. thalli! r'l'fllill be agall'

NORTI,' WEST
AI R..IUES

Become a Cardmember.

Flv Northwest $99 roundtrip.
As a studeni Cardmember I'e J will be able to fnjOl
an extraordinary travel pri'\'ile~e: fly twice for onli

S99 roundtrip to any of the more than ISO :-';orthwL'st
Airlines cities in the 'IS contiguous ['lilted Statl'S
(onl\, one ticket mal be used per six-mollth !It'fiod)"
A'ld. of CoUl~. vou'lI also enjol all the otiler exceptional benefib and' per. onal ser\Jce IUU would expect
from American Exprl'SS
Apphnowbl
call1ll~ I-H()()-~-l~'

A.\IEX. Alld thell
IOU ':;,11 realh (~O
P!:'ct':'-!()r k~

Apply Now: 1-800-942-~'1EX

Islamic guerrillas· closing in on key Afghan city
SHAGA, Afghanistan (UP!)
- Two Soviet-made fighterbombers roared over the
strategic village from behind
the snow-capped mountains
without warning, the first
releasing marker flares and
the second unloading its
deadly cargo.
The bombs destroved two
houses and blew a crater in the
main road through the village
of Shaga on the rebel front
lines in northeastern

Afghanistan.
Islamic guerrillas battling
the Soviet-backed regime
responded with Stinger antiaircraft missiles, which have
downed hundreds of warplanes
since the rebels began
receiving them from the
United States more than two
years ago. This time the pilots
were lucky and the two MiG-27
jets streaked off safely in the
direction of Kabul.
"Bombing, every day and

every night - this is our life,"
Abdul Qahir, an elderly
commander of the Islamic
l;"UerriIlas, said during a recent
visit by a Western reporter
into Afghanistan. "The Soviets
say they are seeking a political
solution but they're still
bombing us."
Shaga lies only 8 miles north
of the beseiged governmentheld city of Jalalabad. The
city's capture would be a
major blow to the Afghan

regime once the Soviets
complete their scheduled
withdrawal from the country
next month.
A Western diplomat in
Pakistan TUt;sday quoted
diplomatic sources in
Afghanistan as saying the
morale of government troops
in Jalalabad is deteriorating
and "heavy fighting" was
continuing around the city.
Another diploma t said Soviet
troops continue to leave Kabul,

the Afghan capital, as part of
the withdrawal. He said the
pullout could be over by the
end of this month but "for
political reasons the Russians
may wish to keep a military
presence in Kabul" until the
Feb. 15 deadline.
The Soviets began withdrawing May 15 as part of
U.N.-mediated accords, but
suspended it in November in
the face of military successes
by the guerrillas.

Czech police disperse crowds with water cannon
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia
(UPI) - Hw.:ireds of riot
police charged into crowds and
fired water cannon Tuesday to
disperse workers and shoppers
who refused to leave Wenceslas Square in the third day
of disturbances in the Czech
capital, witnesses said.
Witnesses said it was not
clear what precipitated the
massive deployment of police.
urin the day, heavy patrols
of
.ce approached Pf!OPle
asked them to leave the
square.

~

One witness said "busloads"
of citizens were detained
among those who remained
during the cleanup operation,
which lasted about two hours.
On Sunday, several thousand
people led by a small group of
human rights activists tried to
to mark the suicide 20 years
ago of student Jan Palach, wbo
set himself on fire in the
square to shock the nation out
of apathy following the 1968
Warsaw Pact invasion to crush
"Prague Sprblg" reform
movement of Czech leader

.. A man released tMay
one witness, wbo added no tear
Alexander Dubcek.
Police broke up that com- gas was used Tuesday. "It was claims there is a whole floor
occupied by freshly detained
memoration before it began. quite surprising."
"My girlfriend was just people, whicb makes figure of
Whtm 14 activists returned
Monday to try to lay flowers at there and asked some people 91 ridiculous," said inthe spot, police charged into what happened and they said dependent journalist Jan
the square again at rush bour nobody started it just Urban.
and threw teargas down the police," said one activist wbo
Urban said the wives of two
subway entrances, surprising was not at the s~uare.
of the detained activists,
thousands of workers en route
Fourteen activists wbo at· Alexandr Vondra and David
bome.
tempted to lay flowers Monday Nemec, were told by the
"There was lots of water remained in detention Tuesday prosecuting attorney that he
cannon and police used the at Prague's Ruzyne prison. would ask the court to keep
same brutal force as yester· Authorities announced 91 were them longer - an indication
day, although there were not detained Sunday but gave no they may he charged with
80 many on the square," said figure fOl' Munday.
criminal acts.

7 high schools closed ;
19 Palestinians Injured
JERUSALEM (UPI) Defense Minister Yitzhak
Rabin said Tuesday the
government has authorized
harsber measures against
stone-throwing Palestinians,
includin~ the more liberal use
of gunfu-e by soldiers and
demolitions of protesters'
bouses.
The new measures came the
day three Palestinians died
from army gunfire. It was the
sixth day that clashes with
Israeli
~,

ltns

iolciiers

~'o!suited

in

, :n.,noster ·,·:tznak
"'_":o! :rooos ::1
:,mlr
" ,)tUs. vlG n:poners isr at!!
·;'snts !)eaee ana he was ang,'")'
;::, ?aie:slInian activists
because . ·they force us
sometimes to kill people we
don't want to kill."
At least 19 Palestinians were
wounded by lead or plastic
bullets in the occupied West
Bank and Gaza Strip,
Palestinian sources said.
Another 12 Palestinians were
bit in the hands or legs by a
new type of ammunition used

by soldiers - round rubber
bullets with metal cores, the
sources said.
In the past,
officers
were permitted to fu-e plastic
bullets at stone-throwers but
the new regulations give n0ncommissioned officers the
same authority.
Seven high schools were
closed Tuesday in the latest
closures attributed to
distrubances, state-run Israel
Radio reported. In the past.
senoGls ta ve served as
~'rganizjn~ centers for stone·nrowers
Allitarv oIficials said the
:neasur~ announced by Rabin
were not a new policy but an
intensified campaign to

GRADUATING SPRING 1989 mmnm
HAVE YOU APrUm !'OR GRADUATION mnmnm

IF NOT, YOU MUST 00 SO IMMEDIATELY.
THE DEADliNE TO APPLY FOR MAY 1989 GRADUATION
IS JANUARY 20, 1989.

onlr

~rre~~-:o~~~~a~~:a~
uprising - stones.

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT ADMISSIONS AND
RECORDS, WOODY HAlL RECORDS SECTION, OR FROM
YOUR ADVISEMENT CENTER. APPLICATIONS MUST BE

LEATHER
JACKET
. Repair

FILLED IN AND RETURNED TO ADMISSIONS AND RECORD'i,

. CI<=ling

~lterations

RECORDS SECTION. BY THE DEADLINE. FRIDAY.

Shoes and B'wts
Clt":tning

~f5.ndt!

~......,~

CARBOND1\LE

SHOE REPAiR

201

s. Washin210n 457.64 ' \1

0'-i YOUR NEXT BURSAR STATEMENT.
DEADLINE -·--FRIDAY, JANUARY 20,1989.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Rabin has said stonethrowing accounts for about 85
percent of the disturbances in
the occupied territories. Many
of those killed or wounded in
recent days have been under
18.

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.

ARMY ROTC
THE SPD..RTEST COWGE
For Morc inforrnatlon Contact
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Cardinal pleads with subway rapist to surrender
NEW YORK (UPIl Cardinal John O'Connor issued
an urgent plea Tuesday to a
man who called police to
identify himself as the subway
rapist to turn himself in for his
own protection "and for the
protection of others. "
The suspect, believed
responsible for seven attacks
in the subway system within
the past four months, is
believed to have extensive
knowledge of the city's maze-

"Please, I ask you to refrain from any further
violence, from violating any other women."
-John O'Connor

like subway system, striking
fear in many riders.
The man destlib..>d himself
in two different phone Ullls to
police as a crack addict and
said he would only surrender if

the cardinal made a televised
appeal, Police Commissioner
Benjamin Ward told a news
confe~ence with O'Connor.
"Please, please, not only
stop what you are doing for

your own protection, but for
the protecuon of others. Turn
yourself in," O'Connor said.
"Please, I ask you to refrain
from any furth~r violence,
from VIOlating any other
women."
O'Connor promised the man
would receive "just treatment.
You won't be brutalized," he
said.
O'Connor played a similar
role two years ago when a
suspect in the bombing of

abortion
dinics
told
authorities he would only
surrender to the cardinal.
Ward said the man believed
responsible for seven rapes in
the subway system since
September called 911 at 12:45
p.m. Monday and again at 10
a.m. Tuesday and identified
himself as the rapist.
"We are 99 percent certain
this is the same person," the
police commissioner said.

Alleged police brutality and racism to be investigated
Beach Officer Mark Dickey
used excessive force in
arresting Don Jackson, a black
a"tivist and Hawthorne police
officer.
The Saturday evening arrest
was secretly videotaped by a
news crew from NBC's "Today
Show" as part of a sting
operation engineered by
Jackson and his supporters to
demonstrate rampant abuse of
minorities by Long Beach

LOS ANGELES (UPI) - At
the request of the Long Beach
Police Department, county
prosecutors have started a
review of a videotaped
weekend incident of alleged
police brutallty and racism,
officials sai(.1 Tuesday.
Assistant District Attorney
Curt Livesay, the No.3 official
in the District Attorney's
Office, said prosecutors would
try to determine whether Long

4

police.
The videotape shows Dickey
pushing Jackson up against a
store window, which shat·
teredo Police say Jackson's
right elbow broke the wind'lw,
but Jackson says his head
shattered the glass.
Dickey, who has been taken
off active duty, is then shown
throwing Jackson onto the
police car's hood.
Livesay said Long Beach

Acting Assistant Chief Eugene
Brizzolara
contacted
prosecutors Monday and asked
that the district attorney's
special investigations divisic,
review the incident.
"We will be reviewing all
reports, the videol.?oe and any
other information we can
obtain to determine if an in·
vestigation is appropriate into
allegations of excessive
for(:e," Livesay said.

The review. which will be
conducted by Deputy District
Attorney Herb Lapin, is a
precursor to a full·blown in·
vestigation, Livesay said.
Jackson, 30, claims the
videotape shows Dickey and
his partner, Mark Ramsey,
stopping his rented car for no
apparent reason less than
three minutes after the
vehicle entered Long Beach.

Add Practical Experience to Your Resume

C

VOLUNTEER TRAINING
CRISIS iNTERVENTION/COUNSELING SKILLS

gam - 5pm Jan. 21 & 22
COURSE CREDIT AVAILABLE

COPIES
8.5." or 8.5., .. ",hr.e. oeIf_

Women's Day

OPEN: Uon·Thurs 8-mldnlte
Fri 8-6, SaI'~. Sun ,.g

(~J1be--~
II ~ Network

1/2 Price Drink
Specials
4 - midn!ght

KOPIES & MORE
607 S. Illinois AI/e.
(Across from Gatsby's)

529-5679

!!.!!

"

,. 549-3351
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Tuesday, January 17-March 31, 1989
6:00 p.m.- Midnight
Sunday, April 2-May 11, 1989
7:00p.m.-Midnight
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Hours of operation are: Sunday through Friday
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Briefs
COMPUTING
AFF AIRS
workWlop: "Introduction to
CMS," 10 to 11:50 a.m., today
in Faner 1025A. To register,
call 453-4361, ext. 269.
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL of
Carbondale is holding a junior
volunteer winter training
session, from 4 to 6 today. For
details, call549~21, ext. 5141.
REGISTRATION CLOSES
Monday for the Ame.>ican
College Testing-Proficiency
Exam to be given March 2 and
3. For information and
materials, contact Testing
Senices, Woody Hall B204,
phone 536-3303.
ON-CAMPUS JOB mterview
scheduling ~ins Monday at
the University Placement
Center. Tentative list of
companies is posted at Woody
Hall B204. Registration and
res.une are ~uired for each
company interview.
WINTER FUND-RAISER
raffle drawing for Carbondale
New School will be held Feb.
13. For tickets, call Christy
Greer, 457-4765.
RE'fHINKING
ABOUT
Drinking, substance abuse
counseling sessions, will meet
from 3 to 5 p.m. Thursdays
beginning Feb. 9 in the Kesnar
Hall Conference Room, Call
536-4441 for interview.
EGYPTiAN DIVERS Scuba
Club meets at 6:30 t.onight in
the Student Center Troy and
Corinth rooms. For information call Kevin Aikman.
536-2331 or 549-5737.

Inaugural balls rlot
the best for clothes
WASHINGTON (SHNS) An inaugural ball may be an
opportunity to ankle close to
Washington's new high and
mighty, but as social events
they're grueling, crowded and
glamorous only in retrospect.

into sequins on gowns, and
expensive formals have been
torn and ripped." In previous
years, some balls have become
so crowded the c,pital fire
marshal has closed '.he doors
to Iat.e-corners.

Jackie Kennedy commented
that the guests at her
husband's inaugural balls in
1961 milled "around like a
bunch of mesmerized cattle."
Diana
Mcl.ellan,
Washington editor fur
Washingtonian Magazine and
a veteran observer of the
capital's social antics, says
most ball novices make the
mistake of dressing up in
:fra~ive new duds for the

Jayne Ikard, the socially
active wife of 'Jil industry
lAwyer Fred Ikard, agree!:.
Ilutrd said sbe's going to ~pend
as much of inauguration week
in tennis shoes as possible and
advises others to des the saine.
"People who buy a gorgeous
new dress, new shoes, and
wear their expensive furs are
on the path to destruction
here," she says. "They're
likely to have their dress
ruined, their new shoes stained
with wine all over them, and
they can wait two hours to
check their coats in, and two
hours to che--.i their coats out
for the balls."

"Some women buy a spectacular ball gown for their first
one, but the fact is that nobody
cares what you wear, just as
long as it's long and decent,"
she says. "To do it for show,
unless someone is conspicuous, is ridiculous. Who
notices you in that zoo?"
McLellan recalls that past
balls have been so jammed
"that medals or; military
uniforms have gotten tangled

There are other embarrassments. 1n l~·, many
Republican wives who danced
at the seedy D.C. Armory had
to go home in sub-freezing
u,mperatures coaUess because
their mill1{S were stolen from
thecoatroom there.

'Rainman' profits $10 million
to take week's torrential top

HOLLYWOOD (uPIl- "Rain
Man" poured it on at the
nation's box offices last week
with a torrential draw of $10.1
million at the box offir.e,
DEPARTMENT
OF drowning oot all other motion
Chemistry and Biochemistry pictures in release.
The blockbuster's $10.1
presents coffee and doughnuts
for Organic Candidate Medical miJion haul at 1,482 theaters
Biochemistry Office today at was almost $1 million more
9:15, Neckers218.
than it registered the pre\;ous
week, parUy because It played
PHYSICAL-INORGANIC at an additional 2261l{'reens.
JOURNAL Club will hold an
In It.S five wt!f".ks, the Dustin
IIrg;;nizationaI meeting at 4 HofflIlBD-Tom Cruise t()t.... de
today in Neckers 218.
force hB.s turned a spectacular
$69 million.
The top 10, last week's gross,
BRIEFS POLICY The
deadline for Campus Briefs is total gross, weeks in release:
1. "Rain Man," $10.1 million,
noon two days before
$69 million, 5 weeks.
publication.

"Twins." $6.7 million,
$73.4 milliort, 6 weeks.
3. "Be~ches," $5.1 million,
$6.2 million, 4 weeks.
4.• 'Thl' Accidental Tourist,"
$4.8 million, $13.4 million, 4
weeks.
5. "Working Girl," $4.5
million, $29.1'1 million, 4 weeks.
6. "The Naked Gun," $4.t
million. $60.1 million, 7 weeks.
7. "Mississippi Burning," $4
million, $5.7 million, 6 weeks.
8. "Deep Star Six," $3.3
million, 1 week.
9. "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels," $3 million, $31.1
million, 5 weeks.
10. "Oliver 6: Company,"
$1.9 million, $45.9 ....illion, 9
weeks.
2.

Daily Egyptian
Classified
536-3311

.. -

--

_

--

VIS4

~

G~~d Service•..

e ll
ell
~

,

MANY lJ~~D TIRES. 01,0 ;,,priced fM!"oAt tirti. bonenm, 529 99.
Galor 76. 1501 W. Mai". 529·
2302.

-U

TRANSMISSION REPAIR. AAA
Aula Sale. and Satvic •. 605 N
IUinoi~, 457-7631.

Motorcycl ••

•

lOSS Of LICENSE .,,1 •. 81ack

, Hon<la V45 Sabra (7 SOl; yamaha
I Xl <>00 dirlbike. 80lh ,.,_nlly
Iu...d. perfect ,. •• /ling ordow. A57
7085. all... 6 cal 529·9ISO, 0.1.
i for Dove.

GET
RIGHT
TOT.IE
POINTI

IlrBlcycl.. ····::]1
IDHPE£D lADIES bilce, $50 ->bo.

WITH A
CLASSIFIED
AD!

cull Pal 536·783a 01' 453·5762.
1·18-89
1351 ....7"
8ICYCLESI 8ICYCLESI 81CYCLESI
All ~. 'sale priceJ: Col: 45].
.t239, lea..massoge..

• _

~

.~2;..3~.8~9;;;;;;.~2~12~7~""~9~1,

· -I
r•••••·•·•.•.•1·~litl;JJ~';!;_~·.·.·;j.·.··.iili
• ·.•;;.·.;JJ! I::'... ·...
Hom..·.:·::.!
~
I~~~====~
~

I;····

Automotive

·······"·'AI ~~n~~a:~:

..

,',

'"

CAN yex; BUY. Jeop>. Cart. 4 • 4>

-

.....,.;),

..,i.ed in drug raid. lor undar

U

•

~
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~,
~

•_

~

!~~:i: ~:I ~octs Ioday. 602·

~'~";;~'9~~1~~ 1:~?!;6:

I

;,,1.
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..•. -:--."""'"".,..",...."..".,.....,.",........ ·.'.r
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Mobile Hom..

1·17·89
lJA3Aa78
GOVEI>NMENT SEIZED VEHICLES
Irom 5100. Ford •. Merc..de.
Conell",. Chevy•. Surplu. Suy""
Guide. 111 805-687·60{)() Exl. S·

12.65 TRAilER MUST ""I, family
owned, dt-c~ .•hed. owli'lnce.
549·2054 or 529·4840.
1·23·89
1601AgB~
NICE, CLEAN, 12X60 2 bdnn. Sig

~~~~

yard with lob 01

01..611109'

1980 HONOA 0V1C lSOOL'X 3dr
WIden. 1800 engine. automatic,
cleon. in nc. cond., 51500. I·
285·3574.
'·30·89
2120Aq87
1984 CH[VY CAVAl.ER.CS wagon.
aulo OC, ,*,80, cruise, 30 mpg.
$3200 oeo. ~9·7908.
1·20·89
2POAg!!1
1986 FIRESIItD, RED. 1-IopS, auIo .•
01. DC. 9"",,1 shape S88OO, 687·
f

;~;'ai"~ driven.

21A3Ap8J

83 HONDA ACCORD LX 5 'P. air.

"",-1m COIl. 35 mpg. 61« atnd. cnly
$3,4S0. To1; 529·4380.
I 61AAa!!I
TOI'OTA SUPRA. 5 'P. looded
w/011 options. be cond.
""I.
55150. To1: 529·.&380.
1'20-89

~3

Mu"

...
1·....
2Q-""a""9_ _ _---'1=61~

0;"",

Pels

'* Ac.

=I.C~~50~a:; ;~Uj~ 7:so:;,d

6<>77 ...1.26.
1·23·89
1975 10X70

2156AgS2
WINO~

w;,h 8.10
lih_l. 2 bdrm, w-d, fridge. _ ,
c<>tpeled. SSOOO. 964·1609.
UZ'S9
214fA8B6
IOx.)(, ~ 80RM FURN. mobile
home, washer·dryer. 0<. nat.ral
gal furnace and Woller healer.
Nice •• '-ady location i mile ""';;' of
caml""· $3250080. ~9·5692.
1·2Q-II'}
2133Ag8;
Qt.

12 X 60 W·11P OOT

appI. indudod,

Iv shady lot in ~ VaIIoy. MHP
53500. CoIl 217.753·1216.
217·793-8904 ..........

days

1·J0.8~

IDIAg87
10 X 55 M.. H. IN qui., po,k.

--*! lot. poll allowed. MW c-.I
air,...Ilinsulaled,lc.wuldieo,9'"
heat. furnished, $4000. ~
S.9-8Ql.

,

1nII.

'D3N#l7

U2:U....-

'UNIVERSITY
,
~
BOOKSTORE\
, HOURS
I
,Tues. Jan.17
Wed. Jan.1B
Thurs. Jan. 19
, Fri. Jan.20
Sat. Jan. 21

8AM-BPM
BAM-8PM
I
BAM-8PM
BAM-5:30PMI
10AM-3PM ,
~----,
t
~

,

~.:.'
.•..•.>•. >.;.............................. :.:.•.•••.•

•
........
~

ell

-U

res

1981 CHEVETTt. 4 dr. _ , ai,
condili<n. 82....., .... ,good -.d.
C.. s.'1-6430. ' - - . . . . .

.~---~

~,",~~~

]. .

. . . ;y:

OSIICIINE CJIM, COMPUTB. ' disk cIrMo. Monitor, Waodou and
Soha.. $190. 5".t9·A015•

1609AItlZ

1981 MAmA 626 4 Go .• 5 opd.
_.cIilion. $1995.

COMMODClaf 64 W.NEI $iIO.

! ·17;89

300 laud Moden> 520. 0Ih0r ~
Soltware ond hardwa.... 529·

blue, _ellent
call 549·1964.

22S6Aa!!1
1980 CHEVY CITATION. Very

cMp.ndailI., $' 'I00-0I10, ha/d,.
bock. aulo wi""-,& Ioct.. Cal
45]·4939.
1·30;89

IMAg87

tIONDiA. CMC OX, 1985, _ . air,

, '23-89

A015.

109ZA182

1·23.§?

IJARI LETTER QUAlITY PrinIor $85.
Wotbanly.oi!bAlari. ~AOl5.
1 '23-89
1698A182

......Im Iape. excoIm ......t. 53""",
..... Vicki 536·7736, ..... 457·
4996.
I -27;89
2147Aa86
74 MeRCURY MONT£GO .. cIr
..y ~ running condiIion, body
good. $525 atl529·S300. .
1·p§?
lSOSAa81

PlYMOUTH HORIZON: C'DALE
1981 4 dr halchboclc. blue. oc.
er-' a>ndiIion. $2200 010. 549·
2593.
'·31·89
1612A088
1977 PINTO. ~.'P..d. a ... /lm
_ . $625, day 453-6161._
985·4931.
1-7789
162OAa86

TECHNICS $!EREO SYSlEM: 3Sw

digital r ....... fuU_ lumlable
ICOw ~
080 U;> •

"SO

4987.

TV RENTALS
$25 month
SALE

A-1 TV
457·7009

715 S. Illinois
lAc~n_.s

from 710 Book!'>fnr.pl

1·:[:':'"

Fur.. lture

........

:.11 j!i i i

····;1 i ,.

£:~~:::~~E:~~
2·21-89
1444Anl03
SPIDERWEB SUY AND
furniture and anliq,..... Souln on
o:d 51. 549·1782.
1-25·81
O88OAn811

! I··f:"u .

Apartment,. ::::':::'.)

I

1 .l.ND 2 bedroom, 2 bloch to
compu •. Ga. heat, hardwood
..::floor.=~,5;,::49:,.;·3::.;1.:.;711:::.._ _---,--:I I AND 2 bd..... apartment" 4()6 S.
Wa.hington, fur";.hed, <K, c:b.. fo
re., cIeon. 529·3581 Of" 529·1820.

,.n....d I

SED, COUCH, HIDiA8ED, C.... I,
dr...er, deolt, lobi. and chain,
wa>her and dryer. II" ",.,d .:..c..;c

I

I

1I0ve, uprighl freezer, credenzo.

I

GUIT... R, BASS, ... ND Iheory
leuoRs_ Moll styles. E~ience

I

EfFICIENCY, PRIVAfE ENTRANCE
f• ...:ed yord, furni.he~, gard"n,
304 1/2 E College, 51SO IT'O. 1·

It~D5:'.~8~~~I;~:::::::J I ;~E:~ ~e!-~~~:
teadw SlU Grad. Rich 5.9-61110.
2·13·89

nice I

peopIo,

529-

2251M?

bdrm apI. CoIl 1157-21>95

1-211-89

16118a83

NEW 2 BDRM South 51, cio.. 10
campu', heat pump, wood decIt,
cetling lon, w...her-dryer hookup,
Ig. """"', $400 mo_ 5119-7180.
1-19-89
12178080
2 BDRM EDGE of compu', moll
ul:lili.. lu,ni.hed, Go .. Property
Monogtn_ Col 529-2620.
I-JO-89
21058087
NICE NEWER 1 bd,m, 313 E
F...".." ApI I, fum, carpeted, De,
clo .. 10 SIU, no pet" avoil now
529-3581.

EXOTIC PET AND wppIy aI 1336
Walnul, d--nlown Murphyoboro.
Sell. I,opical fi.h, bird., .m.
animal., replile., boil, bulk priced
leed and .upplie •. Phane 68731190. (Open Sundays!l_

216OAp88

COOl. VALlfY 90ARDING b.nneI..
36 ,un.-$2.00-53.00 per day.
Hwy. III, DuQuoin, Il. 62832.
5112-8282.

19n HOND... CIVIC $SOO; Kot-g
Poly 800 Synth and >fond 5300;
OIyopa typewri:er ancIliand $75.

1 p23.tW

$85 MO. SH ... RE a .".,ciou. 2
bdrm apI., $ 160 mo. ,enl a very

I 493Ap97

· ·. ·;;;;-;~d Suppll.. :::::1

1-31·89

carpeted, DC. 1 or 2
3581 or 529-1820.

I
I

2 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED,
5.(50-.(75 per monlh. Bening
Prope,ty Manog.m .... '. 205 E
Mcin.II57-2134_
I-JO-89
21038087

~~

I
I

Dunn Apcutments

1 &2 Bedroom Apartments
Small and large Efficiency
Apartments Available
$ (00 OFf Spring Semester Lease
• Pools
. Tennis Courts
. LZLJlldry Mat
. Basketball Courts
, Water I ~ewagc and
Trash Pick-up FurnisheJ
150 S. Lewis Ln.
457 - 2403

Apartment Hunting?
fin.d2U.f!.nili),
fark Tou:n .? bedroom apls_ offer

excellent location, separate dilling
r(l{Jms and walk-out balcony
(ln11l539S mCl1i:'I.u.
Unbeatable Economy
Close 10 school ami all new
;, ;ide, this 2 bc.troom duplex
011 ~:;t Col/csc is $350.
Desoto is worth the drive,
;,iti5 ml"llh!y, your Grotr
nafural gns healfd tim' bedr(l{Jm
at $185.

457-3321

CARTERVlLlf, : &DR"'. H2O and
Iraoh indo Fum-unium. Cobia and
laundry avail 997-2n7.
1-20-89
I 2321!g81
1WO 1 IiEDROOM apI', 3 mit...
ea.1 01 Carbondale, quiel
neighborhood pel> ok, $150 p.><
month, >om. ulili'ie. paid_ Call
93~ -3978 alter "PmI·JO·89
135JB087
DISCOUNTING 1 and 2 bdrm fum
apI. under $200, no pel>, 2 mile.

well

01

edole Ramod.:. Inn. Call

684·41115.
2·6·89
Io4858r,92
VE.P"( NICE 2 bdrm Ivm apI near
N,.Jtionol. no pet •. CoIl 684·.'A5.
2-6·89
11I8IIS092
REAllY NICE ~ bdrm, furn api, W
Sycamore neer Oaldand. no peb.
cail684·111115.
2-6·89
I ~53S092
CARTERVlLlf, I 8DI/M wale- and
Iraoh incl_ furn-unlum. cobl. and
Ioundry avail. 997-2n7.
1-20·89
21228081
CARBONDAU: UJXUk, 3 bdrm opl
... clulive o. eo
ideal for
proleuionol. $4.(0 per mo. 5294261.
1-31-89
213118088
SPACIOUS ONE ... ND 2 bdrm,
'tarling ot 5160, furn-unfufn.
carpal, ac, newly remodeled, water
incl. 1157-4608, 1157 -6956.
!.:Zl:89
08758082
1 IiEDROOM AND eI~ciency apI>
availoble now and....".,d_.
Dunn Apll 250 S. lswi.lane 11572.403.
1-18·89
0<t70So79
EFF., ONE, TWO tlvee bd,m apI.
ulilili85. cable TV. ind.,le5f ra'-=s
910W Syc"",,,,"e~57·6193.
1-26:s9
10758085
ONE f!DIIM AYf fum or .nlum no
pels mull be neat and dean ..... ail

Dec L~-n82 alter 3prn.
1-2Q·8~

12928081

EffiCIENCY AYf., WEST freero>an,
Si3t: mo. CoIIIl57-73~5 alter 5
pm.
21 578087
~
MURPYSBORO, AU SIZES, Good
Iocr-lion>. 510" at $175' "'vailabie
now. Hurry_ 549·3850
1-18-89
1602~

Imperial
Apartments
Renting for
Spring Semester
1 Bedroom &
Efficiencif'S
Ck:an, Quiet
Laundry Facilities
.)49-6610
By Appt. Only

Two & Three
Bedroom
SIS S_ Logan
408 1/2 E_ Hester
500 W. College 2

S06 S_ Db,on

529-1082

FURNISHED 2 SEDROOM HOUse
opt. Newly remodeled. 606 E Pori.

ARE YOU 51 oORT an 'und. after the
holiday.- Vie have two bdrm, len
1001 N,de co low '" $ I 25 Iwelve
510-8
15QlebI5!
loot wide. Irom 5150 10 S1SO, pel.
o.k., 519'44.(11
S...VE--C"'RBOND...Lf: I bdrm
I-JO·89
21121k87
hou.. $200 mo. low Ulil~i .., yard,
12X55, 2 BDRM, ai" 12.16
pet. OK. 529·L562(anylime).
wooden deck, ohady 10<., 5180
1-26·89
2263Bha1
mo. 'net. waler. wrwer, .rash p.u.,
MURPHYSBORO FURNISHED I
Phon. 867·2346 ok.. 5.
bdrm hau ..; 1 bdrm opt., newly
1-23·89
2116Sc82
renovaled. I ~r 2 persons.. Coli
S'JPER NICE SIN~ -LE or double
684-3!l42 belore 8 pm.
occupants..
Recently
remodeled.
I ·25·89
22678b84
COrpeling. 90> furnace, co...,tetely
'~EAT 2 BORM ranch ",iot. corporl,
carpeted, ...C 1/2 mile norlh 01 ' lumiohed. loca'ed I mi. from SIU,
realoOnab1. roles. \~all Illiooilo
carbondale, 5330 mo. 5119-2092
Mobile Home Rental, 833-50475
0""'6 pm
1·31·89
21158c&8
1-31-89
16138688
, 2 AND 3 bd,m fu"';.hed, Rt. 51, 2
VERY NEAR CAMPUS,3 bedlOOfTl,
m~'" North, 5!9O mo. Edgowood
furni.hed, .lD pet•. CaU 6&1-4145. '
MoI,ilo Home EII"'e•. 529-3331
2·6-89
1d89Bb92
2·13-89
21148c97
C'DA.lf II 8ORM, No Iea.e, pen, or
NEWlY REMODELED 2bdrm $175
woterhed •. $600, zone RI, 80A S.
me $125 >ecurity dep. >pring .......
0aIdand.II57-50438.
i Carico Troile. Courl 1 106 N
2-1389
2121Bb97
(anoo457.4422
:2501 3 BEDROOMS. Counl.y.
2-13-89
22408c97
7mi.
SIU. Energy effic,onl.
lOW COST SINGLE 0 ' double
COIpI!I. Appliance>. 5~9-385O.
rale. nalural go. furniohed, .form
1-23-89
21078b82
window., well in .. laled 529-1941.
FURN 3 8DRM hou.e, do .. 10
1.25.89
13818c8.
campu.
ana
mall.
Quiel
SMAll 2 8DitM $100, Ig 2 bdrm
"";ghbarhood .....0;1. immediately. : $160, carpet_ a-c, parlt;ng, quiet.
, Ideal lor .tudenl. while lhey 10".
coli 549-8238
! ·26·89
I04 9 8b85 , Greg, I157·J596iv m"ljlor "1'",
COZY 2 SDI/M .. home. Perlecllor
1.24-89
IO'71k83
couple,
piec$or.t
NW
IDEAL fOil SINGLES! A... ajIClb;~
neig!obarhood low St. lr~ic,1g ,.d.
and Spring! Ole bedroom,
perfect for children. S245 per , lumished dean, no pet., 5135 me
th No
;"';;, S9 """.
I
5049-661 2

FURNISHED 2 seDROOM house
apt.- newly remodeled. 606 E. Park
St. 1-893-11033.
5- I 0·89
1502So 153
MURPHYSBORO· SUBlfASE-NICE
large 2 bedroom, quiel u trash
p'-kJF. corp.''', unlvmi.hed, 5350
Ca:I68~·4399 ah" 3,30
I ·31·89
1503B088

St. 1-983·11033.

INDEPENDENT
LIVING
C"'i!80NDAlE la'go efficiency,
lurn. 0"'. near campu', bath, luU
kitchen, oc. quiet ielling. free
parltine. lincoln Village Apt. W.
5 I and Pleooanl Hill Road
door to Saluki laund,omal. Fall
!200 mo. Residen. Monager on
premi .... call 549-6990.
1-28-89
21 26S"',08
C ... RTERVILLE
EffIClENC,
APARTMENT, 5125 mo. CrollroOd.
raut.> 13, I ·985·6108.
~1-~19~-8~9__~~~1~1I9dSa80
2 BDRMS, UV., kitchen, bath, Iv,".,
TV. ~ campu', Spring $270 mo
Sum, :; 170 me. 529-~217 alter 5
pm .
1-JO·8"
I 496S087
M'BORO I BDRM lurn. apt. no
peI>, Iea.e and depooil. call 684·

no'"

'0

2760.
1-30-89
22498087
C ... RBOND ... LE, NE ... R NEW 2
bdrm. unfurnished in quiet area,
highly -IIY _I/;cianl, droperi..,
washer-dryer. waler. 'ros.h. fum.
coli 529·1 439 or 5.49·61511.
u

HOU_

n

•

n.

now'

'.'1

549.39~:;A35bB5

2 8DRM FURN or unlum. Washerdryer, Iocili~.., fully carpoted, hoi!
mile 10 compo •. 310 W 00It 1157·
6382_
1-23-89
21638b82
DESOTO-COUNTRY 2 bdrm, Iorge
living room, ~rspIace, opp~ance.,

dean, phone.

~57 -9824-

1-31-89
1616Bb88
ENGLAND
C ... RSOND ...LE
'lEIGHTS 2 bdrm $235 mo., 3
xlrm in lown tNV 5375 mo. A
b<J.m 2 bloch lrom campus $115
pe, mo. 457·7337, aher 5 pm
457·8220.
MURPHYSBORO, 1 Buf<M.,
inloulalRd. go!!. heal, ce, fenced
yard, 687·1 S05 evening.
].30·89
2', 52!!987
$2751 2 &>RMS, 1007 N. Bridge
c.orpet.
Apptioncei.
Cozy.
A"",1abIe row. Weatherized. 5119-

I

'

I

GREAT RENTAl AVAIlABlE now.
5325 mo., no pet., Call Pam 01
529·20AO.
1 ·18-89
()07oBb79
2 BDRM:.. CLEAN, well kepi lurn.,
wall-to'wail <arpal. go. heat, 0<
"'vailable feb. I. call 1157 .7939
1·20·88
11I918b81
3 BDIIM. GAS, ' - , air, w-d hookup, 1 blod. from compu., $390
mo. ""ail immedialely. call 511913150r 1·893·2376.
1·30-89
211185bB7
COUNTRY lN1NG TWO mi. fall 01
C'dole, Iomoll on8 room cabln
lumi.hed_ available now. 5 100 a
month, w","" and tn::sh incl. 529·
3581
1·30·89
lo4878b87

~';:'9S~~2:::.s"n

I

1·27·89
I I 96·8c86
QUIET COUNTRY SETTING! 2

bdrm., dean, no pel., $175 me
Between SIU and logan. 549,6612

day, 5A93002 nile.
1·27-89
1 I 958c86
2 8OR.MS, FURN pr,.ra'e counit 1
""'ing. Ideal lor co"!'l ... or 9",d
"'vdenl'. No p<'I •. 549·04608
13189
I 2578c88
2 MILfS EAST. Very dean, nice 2
bdrm i"'ni.~ed. A·C, dec~, no pel',
deposil, ~·IO pm. 549·3043.
2·16·89
12478cl00
< BEDRoolA $150. 3 8DRM
S185. No.ural go. heal. Soulhern
Mobile Ho""" 549-71 SO
1·1889
1352Sc79
EXCEP110NAl SPRING RATE 14

3850.
1-18-89
1603Bb79
fOUR-WHEELERS
DELIGHTI
":-"unlry 7 mi. 10 SJU. 2 bd,rr
5225' 3 bdrm 5250' Very Nice.
549·3850.
22608b79

Country Club
Circle
Sugar Tree
-Energy Efficient
living
-laundry IPool
-Minutes From
Campus
-Walk to University

~EAT

goSc

Olp'o,

wOlk

5d9·3174 _ __

partially lurn_ Big yurd With Ioh col
Iree~. (leon, quiel. nice location
Mur.: be (~n and re~fl~bIP., pel

com.idt-"'red 5175 t 10 4~"-893.4
or 516-6Cn e.o:l 26

CAJHERYIUE,

-Now Lea",lng

KIlEOLLCRESt
R':NTAL5

529-4611
529-4511

10 and12 Wid ..
~100 and Up
Qu'C!, CC'Jnlry S ',,.)u.,d,ngs
NatL.;fal G3S a,10

A·C

5 tltlLES WEST ON OLD 13
684·2330

2bdrm

Carbondale Mobile Homes
Lots Available

v~~y

NICE. "",my.

In 10'.... 0, quici area for

~J('I-US !.Iudcni~

Dep.::nH. no

$175"",9852769
I 2589
BEFORE IOU St(:N
~ l25! kd'Tl

~!..

22628c8.1

1,,,,.0,,1
Clean park, 2 ..... ,

North Mu~1 ~I 549-3850
118£9
<"6' k79

More For Your Rent Dollar

RENTALS

j", i per"-n.

ae. re~denl;o!

YEi<Y NICE 12X60, 1 bd,m,

Mall
-Etf_ 1,2, &38/R
Fur _& Unfur.

1195 E, Wulnut
8:30-5 M-F

2 BEDROOM

heat

~.

-

Starting at $155 a month
Starting at $75 a ;Tlonth

Or Microwave
•
•
•
•

CABLEVISIUN
LAUNDROMAT
FREE LAWN ~ERVICE
lOCKED POST
OFFICE BOXES
• FREE CITV W...TER & SEWfR
_ FREE TRASH PICK-UP
_ INDOOR POOL

Apartments & Efficiencies & Trailt:rs

I

Sign now through Spring Semester
and Royal Rentals wiil give you
your choice of a T.V. or Microwave,
yours to keep!

lOffice at 501 E. College

457·4422

North Highway 51
INDOOR
POOL

549-3000

I!Ir•• Bus to SIU

~t;~~R~~.~~I~ 1\·(···· . . :..:.;:;;:;;;;; :·:::····..;1 I ~::.t:O~T::~mi!~~~s:::.
1·2589
2UISc8.4
A REAl. BARGAIN. Thi. big 2 bdrm
01 Sourhem .Porlt i. only $90 per
penon. Fumo.heel, gas ..... 457·
3321.
arGGEST AND BEST 90 .... Coil

~

i

I

Conlae! Uniled Energy Saving.
Pindmey.ile,357.3535.
1.24-89
OBDC83
OPENING NEW FINANCIAL
_vice. ollice. Porl·time Sal ••
monagemenllroinee po,;!ioru open
in Ihe mortgage, insurance,

I FEMAlf ROOMMATE NEEDED 10<

I
I

I.ewi. park 01. $140 me plu. 1/4
ulil.457·5065.
1·23-89
21558g82
ROOMMATE FOR SPRING 3 mi 10
SIU. Nice duplex, w·d lireplace,

~E£r~::!~~~
I ~=;::: :~ I· E~;:~ :::;~~
. . .. I

=-

1u....heeI, cJ-., '1uiet. $157

TOwf"l1:>meS.,........

1·25-89

per

monlh. A.k lor Mike 0' lea.e

TWO SDRM R:RN. _nhou... I
and 1/2 bloch lrom com:-'JS, 5400

.>49·681.5.

penon only, 10 .... 10 3 pm. Pinch

1606B08

7

~"';:.p.': 700 E. Gn>nd'?I~

I PERSON NEEDED 10 .har. 3

bd,1II oportmenl. renl • .ogo~oble,
oh"", ",,1i1ies, col 549-OOU.

pe' men/h. no pet. 457·.....u3 alter
6pn. lor appoinlmen/.

EASY WORKI EXCElLENT potl
k&embie produd. at home. Call

DUP'~~F:'::JI ~.~::: A SEAUTlFUL2~~m::n

I"""

NICE 2 SDRM., lu,n., quiel
neighborhood ",",oil. now. 549·
7152 alter 4:30.
21621!e8:
1·20·89
I 3EDROOM M·SORO. [urnilu ••
and ulililie. lurni.hed. lea... and
deposit CaR 6!l~-6775.
123~~9
2! 08Be8~

:9:;;molion. 504-6.4H1003 Cd

Springfield, IL -';Ih a proI..Wand
i woman. modern focilllie •• near

1.17·1>9
1397C78
MARKETI ... G PROMOTIONAL
OI'~UTNrnt~ .Iuden' compu.
mana"er ,eeded 10 be an on
cQmp~$ repre$entalive for top
Fortune SVO company In:8fw~
Canted Ann Brady at 1-800·592·
2121.
1·23-89
i412CB2
INTERIOR DESIGN ASSISTANT
Profeuo, lenu,e Irack faculty
po.ition begin. Aug 15. 1989.
GNaiilicationo indo mO>Ier'. degree
in interior design, arch'lecture or
reioted field, experience in
education ond·or profenionol
praclice. slrong delign ,kills

pork. renl neg., no leo ... Call
Node 01 217·787·7743. or 217·
786-663(.,.
1·23-89
I 474Bg82
FEMALE ROOMMATe NEEDED
nice 2 bdrm Iroiler $98.50, 1/2
uti~Iie!.. furni.hed, coil 457·4S94.

I

·.~m~:J I J~:;9~~:~~;~:
do .. 10 campui Jan renl free 529·

.-n.

FURlIISHED PR:YATE SPACE
for Spring .emesler, ..111 utililles
included. do .. 10 campu •• cahle
TV, wa.her-dryer. 457 ·5080.
1·27·89
2113B1U
LOOKING FOR CLEAN quiet
peopl. 121 1'1_ Wall S150·S165
mo. $100 dep .• ulil. inc.. f.rn,
ki,chen. l"'Iuire 01 121 N. Wall.
457·.4341
1·19·89
'46&8180
NICE ROOMS AT good raIei. Col
lor detail. 549·2831.
2-6·89
1405!!f97
ROOM FOR SUSLET: $170 per
month far completely remodeled A
bdrm house 01 324 W. Walnut.
549·5610.
1'19·89
14988180
ROOM FOR RENT; $125 per mo.,
pori. fum., 616 N. Michaels. Cal
457·2681 or 549·7911 or 457·
7259.
22666f83
1·24·89

4029.
MATURE. RE~PONSiii.TAi5iJi.fiO
, .hare huge. luxuft 2 bdnn duplex
wilh garage, finished bosemen.,
cehlrol air, w·d. dishwasher.
microwQve, vcr. coble. dOle 10
c"mp" and strip. $215 mo. and
112 "~I. cdl 549·5888.
'1 24·89
15061!e83

research creolive aclivity;
recognilion by colleague.;
mer.lbenhip in profen;onal
organizaIioni and compuler-aided
design background de.irable.
Re'P"'..ibilili.. incl. leaching all
.. IIDIi.M HOUSE fireplace. fum.,
phase. 01 oau ... work and odviling
carpeled. cloo. 10 campu •. coli
-..AfiplybyMarchI5.1989
529· 2859 or 549·5596.
or until ..itablo candidate i. found,
1·23-89
l238Bg82
will. vitae, 3 relerences and 20
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 10<
slid.. 01 proleuional _rIt 10 Dr.
spring semeIJer_ NiC"~ rurnished
William, Director Divis-ion
apI. I bIocl from SIU. Call 457·
Graphic Communicdiom, College
5326.
01 Technical Careers Sauthe,n
ROOMMATe WANTED FOR !pring
Illinoi. Univenity, Carbondale, II
call Richard 529·2675.
62901.
Splilbolls.
1·19·89
lA06C8Q
1·20·89
1251Bg81
COCKTAIL WAITRESS PART· TIME.
NEED COMPATISLE FEMALE 10
Col T.... Hombr... 457·3308 10....
.hen nice house -.;111 a lemale and
10 12 noon Iorappl.
male. $150. utiI. indo 529·4517.
1·2().89
2104CBI
1·19-89
14A8Bg80
liE ON TV. MOI'y needed lor
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR Spring,
commoriccI.. CaMng inlo III 805nice 2 bdrm mdHIe home..... bu.
687-6000 CdlV·9501.
10 &ehool. $125 per mo. indo all
2·23·89
I 478CI 05
ulil. 549-6369.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS. Now hidng
I FEMALE SUBLEASER needed
men ancl women. Summer and
immed. qui.... cJe,.n 3 bdrm apI.
career opportuniti.... Excel~ pry
$158 all ~I incl Col Ka/hy, 529·
plus World Travel. Hawaii.
1753
Bahamo., C<.nbbean eIc. Call ' - '
I MALE NEEDED lor 3 bedroom
C2(6)736·7ooo e><I299C.
1-0. ... d 604 W Carico and 608 W
1·2().89
2106C81
R;gdon.549·3930.
EXCElLENT WAGES FOR 'P"re
i:
time auembly work, electronia,
Sublease
.
craf... oIh.n. Inio I·SQA·6A1-0091
L.._ _ _ _ _ _ _---' I Exl ~131. Open 7 day..

0'

_er.

ROOM FOR RENT with kitclldn
privilege. $150 per mo .• ul;~li..
inc. 549·'057.
\·18-89
U66P>179
FURNISHEO PRIVATE ROOM oll
uJiJiiie:. induded. privale ,elrig.,
wOiher-dryer. cobl. TV available,
457·S080 or 549·2898
1·20·89
14:48181
KING'S INN MOTELlfarmarly
50"",,1), 825 E Main. C'daie. $50
p...- weak while they lost Cal! ~57·
5115.

2,4·89

0444B192

I

ONE ROOM FOR rent. ~ bedroom
hou~ with fireplace. Call 5.49-

0140.
124·89

15078183

"ew Luxury
Townhouses
HI~hest Quality

I SUlllEASER WANTED FOR nice 2
bdnn trailer, 5 min from UJmPUIo.
nonsmoker, lrom Jan 10 Aug 1989.
5130 plu. 1/3 ulil. call 529·3275
off... 9 pm or 549·5596 before I
pm

I

suo Block.", College

iiliJ

I

Summer yr round 011 cO\.lnlrie~ aU

fielcU,- free Info wr;le IJC PO So ..
521LOI (o,ono Del Mar. (A

529 .. 1082

9262~

"""".

~
•

SIU's "ewest Luxury Townhouses
and Modified 'h:cesslble <.Inlts
·1 Bdrm. Apts. for Rent·
Available to groups of 1 or 4 people
Loc:otvd on Wall St. Call 457·3121
612 East Com pus Drift

~

-

NEXT TERM·· ...... CHOOSE

New

~2 Be~'ro~~ ::~rtments

I
I

CAMPUS SQUARE
from Meoc.ov< Ridge
I
Wall & C.~_~pus ~H.332~

~·.cr055

1317CB2

in.lruclon. 01 Malel Murphysboro
Appledome. Call 684·3713 in
evening

1·23·89
2109C82
PEPSONAL ( >~ AID needed for
mole quad"plesic. age 19. Slort
now, opp<ox 14 h" per wk. wil
p"¥ $7·10 per hour. Some J.ealth
core experience preferred. Will
Irain II inlorwed call Dan 549·
6900
1·2589
134504

w.e~enck.

1L62286.

I .30:89
I 49?C87
UNIQUE ;JNGERJE IIUSlNESS CMI
all types. up 10 75'£ below reloiQ
need. fernale I.. .hion .haw-porly
haile .. or
rep•. Call 529·
451710< a "-ing.
1·30-89
2132C87
FOR BOY'S CAMP in Maine.
Opening. in mosI activities CWSl.
lenni., bo.kelball. elc. Upper
clan""", preferred. Wrile: Camp
Cedar. 1758 IIeoc:on St .• 8raak~ne
MA 02146 or call 617·27]·8080.
1·18-89
I 354C79

handling).
1·2().89
1051 E81
THE GILB~RT BRADLEY day core
cent.r now hal openingl for
children 6 wks·4 1". CaD 457·
014210< more inlonnab.
! ·20·89
1308E81
HANDYMAN WITH PICKUP will
clean and haul anything. T,...

10'"

rem:.ved or Irimmed, moving,
building> 10m dawn, eIc. Cal 529·
301..>7.
2·\·89
\ 446E89

THE SOUTHERN IWNOtS Cent.
lor independent INing ;. accepting

from repairing to remodeling,

Apply in penon .. 780
E. Grand. or call (618) 457·3318
from 1·5 p.m .• Man·Fri fo, an

work, R~ 457·7026.

yc.rdwarlt and hauling. Qualily

O&oislonb.

2-6·89
11 29E97
HOUSE CLEANING SERVICE

appoi_.

weekly, have relerenem, contact
Mark 01 529·5496.

1·2().89
21..uCBI
GOV'T JOBS $16,040·59230 yr.
Now hiring. Cal 1·805~-6000
Cd R·9501 10< cumIOl federal ~oI.
4·3-89
0889C126
WAITRESSES AND FOOD prep
apply in persall after 2 pm at

\·30:89
2251 ga7
C.NA CERTIFIED N.C.P.R.
available to stay -.;!h efdedy or
hcmdicapped days
evening"
""";onced, call Marl at 529·
5496.
1·30·89
2250E87
AUTOWORKlo 8Or·Y AND
Mechanical Repair. 14 1" up.,

0'

cultunoder-n..

1604C81

DRIVERS AND 1'000 Prep apply in
penon after 2 pm at Cultureel
C ..........

SCHOOl. 8US 1liIIVERS. hour. en
7 10 8:30 am and 2:30 to 4 PII.
Mull be 21 ,.......1 age. Afiplyol
w"" Bus SoMce, 549·3913.
1 ·24-89
2137C83
AlRUNES NOW H:RING. flight
ottendanll,
Iravel
agenl',

service cab, foreign...d Damestic,

24

Mavea
Hap!?y
Birthctay
Bob
Love,

GOlD, SILVER. BROKEN jewa/ry.

aaino. ~ baoobaII cank, dau
ring>. etc. J and J Coita, 821 S.
1Iinoio.457-683I.
5-10·89

2123Fl53

lin nn:i~i~jAi!.j(

Bob B.

OUR HAPPY FAMILY would love 10
have a new baby join UL ., ~r
pregnanl
and
con.idering

I=~o;n'7:"~!!~~

~viichelle

Liz

I

Christine

Cariid...tiaI A149.
1·30-89 _ _ _ 2101Fb87

lOVING COUPLf, WI!H lot. of n.c
to five, ""'""'" 10 adopt while _

level po';tion •. Call 1·805·687·
6000 Ext A·9501.

\r)lufihfj·qij:q.MiI \

Application Deadline:
Fri .• January 20

Now he is

549·5991.
2·7·89

",echanic., cUilomer ..rvice.
liiling. IOlari.. \0 5105K. Enlry

: REMODEUNG AiL TYPES. Gle..
I replacement, """" cleaning walk.
driveway. fI... wimole. Ph 549·
8238.
i 2·13·89
2136E97
TYPING AND WORD proc..ling.
Poperworlt•• 825 S.•~noi. (behin-l
Plaza Record.). Term papon.Ihesi.·
diu., r.lumel. etc. For qualil)'
work. call 529·2722.
lA79E97
213·89

This is
Bob
at age 5

THE HANDYMAN· EVERYTHING

application, for personl::ll care

VEUDWSTONE. EXPfRIENCE THE
"W0J!d'. Fir1t National Par\t" high
in the Rocky Mountain •• Gain
experi.nc. in Ih. hospitality
ind.lfry while earning abo ••
minimum
rat....
Seasonal
employment opporlunilies, May
!hrovgh October. For application
_ite: TW llecrmtional Servica,
Employment Office
5026,
Yellowstone National Park, WY
82190 or aaI 307·344·7901 eoI.
5323 or 406·8.48·7481 AA·EQE.

SPRING BREAK NASSAU.paradi ..
hiand from $299. Pad"ge
indud..: Roundtrip air, Trons/or., 7
nighl. holel, Beach Parti.., Free
lunch l Cruiwt, free odmi~on to
nighlclub., Ta.e. and morelll
Cancun Package also ""ailablell
Organize small grouP. earn free
Iripl
1·800· 231·0 113
1203)907·3330.
2·17·89
13630101
PUBUC NOnCE IS hereby given
that an December 5, AD. 1988. a
certilicaleWOi ~Ied in theOlliceol
!he County Clerk 01 Jackson County.
Ilinoi., ..ning Io<rh !he named and
po.. office addres_ 01 all 01 !he
persons I')wnittg, conducting, and
lroNOding I~ .. busiftre,N ~wn ..5
Lee & Sons Garage. located 01 110
E. Oakland 51.. Carbondale, IL
6290 l. Doled thi. 51h day in
December. AD. 1988.
1·18·89
1304079

CUSTOM AND PATTERN sooMng,
01t8lOlions, bridoJ, I pick up and
dol...... CalIIIaJI.,a,a .. 549·5863.
J.l9·89
0989£80
TYPING AND WORD proc...une.
The Office, 300 E. Main, Suite 5.
Call 549·3512.
2·2·89
0977E90
GRADUATES: DON'T BE left out in
Ih. cokl. Orde,"The Camplete
Job·Seeker's Guide" &end money
order to: Mary ScaJ!x,ro. 718
Richmond. St. Jolia•• IL 60435
1$11.50 includes poslage and

No exp«ience

1.20:89

! IJlj{.i;[.~.lii{I'.l$.ji~i~i.i'.1

home, any age,

529·2105.

needed. Send shorl ,e.ume 10
"'-,615 W. Main St. Sparta.

OFFICE ASSISTANT
Prefer individual with
computer experience.
Approximately 20 hours
per week.
Position begins 1-23-89

~.

The Convenience ...•.. The Location
The ?rice ................ The Comfort

-;;;'Il:'l-':~~:,,~

1·23·89

TWO AMERICAN RED Crou W.S.I.

CHILD CARE MY

any lime, near maR. ReaiOnabio
,tucMnts welcome. TLC, motur.,

ooordi_in~,home~an

,he

PURCHASING CLERK
Business Majors preferred.
Approximately 15-20 hours
per week.
Position begins 1-23-89

-Central Air lall electric)
-w.aSher&Drye ,
-Microwave
.
• Dishwasher
We'". Got It All and You Should Tool

''1'~

i

piIl'-I·

OVERSEAS JOB. $900·2000 ...,

Call:

~
L~

1067CB4

WAITRESS PART TIME, apply in

SALESMAN JACKSON COUNTY
area, able 10 make cold calls on
busineSi owners. Guarant..d
aamingi and commiuioM. Honest,
aggressiye and hungry. United
fneJgy Sovi."9'. Inc. 357·3535
2·14·89
2161C98
WANTED: PETITE. ENERGETIC,
hardwoning woillre ..e. apply
nighrfyat !he American T~..
2·3-89
2139C91
MONEY! MONEY! MONEY! SaJe.

:

born. Medical e"P. poic/, legaC·
con~denlial. Cal 1201' 652·718.4

ooIect.

Here's Bob
now ...

2·'0·89
2100Fb107
ADOPTION· HAPPILY MARRIED
proIesoianal couple .....king a baby
10 ohare our lives. We oIfer love,

1oecurily, Gild Q good homfl.
Medical
eJl;pen.l81
paid.
confidenljal. Call our attorney
coLd at 312·668·2800, aher .....
I

312·5641·3856.
1·31·89
2UIFb88
PREGNANH ADOPTION IS on
ahernati... Child Ie .. couple,
hoping 10 adopt !he baby ~ m<Zf
not be ready for. offering 10" 01

Isn't he
cuter?!
~

lave and a hawt home. Allowable
e~pen.e. paid. Call collecl 21 7·

352·5003.
2·7·89

I 395Fb93

I

I' ,ibil·!:i"1"iiH iii
MOVING SALE. (OUEGE Siudan..
dreoml# furn .• 10m. appliance.,
camp gear••porl good •• phone
549·1498.
21 66K81
1·2089

PREGNANT?
Call BIRTHRIGHT

O

Fr. . Pregnancy T••ting
Confld... tial Assistance

54'1-2794

21SW.Matn

1.0"1'<; St:t'(.Rt: cO( ·PI.E
wishes to adopt nf'wtxHll
E"pcn ... c..; p.1uJ
C.lll

Happy
Birthday

(_(,lIl'~'1 .':I.1I~lIm"

I!ene
J) ~·47:!·6.Wi

Love,

Punkin

Civil rights experts ask Bush to create task force
WAS~INGTON
(UP!) Ciling a dramatic rise in racial
violence, a panel of civil rights
eXpE'rts called on Presidentelect Ge<,rge Bush Tuesday to
estat::::o a cabinet-level task
force to deal with the problem.
The call came on the heels of
recent incidents of racial
violence in Miami and Long
Beach, Calif.
"The president should ~5k
that an action plan from this
task force be on his desk in 60
days," said Arthur <'lemming.

chairman of the Citizens'
Commission on Civil RIghts, a
t:ipartisan group founded in
1982 to monitor federal civil
rights activities.
Flemming issued the call for
a cabinet-level task force as
the commission released a 39page survey, "One Nation,
Indivisible: The Civil Rights
Agenda for (t- 1!l9Os." The
report records th~ breakdown
of civil rights enforcement
over the past eight years and
includes recommendations for

Bash to restore the nation's
commitment to equal rights
and opportunities.
"The area we have Singled
out is the area of racial and
ethnic tension and conflict,"
Flemming, fired by President
Reagan as chairman of the
official U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, told a news
conference releasing the
report. "Members of the
commission were very, very
concerned
about
the
widespread manilestation of

WASHINGTON <uP!) The United States for th~ ;J3St
year has l>een buying 611 the
"open market" Soviet MiG
fighte .... and Soviet air defense
equipment for testing and
evaluation by tbe U.S.
military, a defense official
said Tuesday.
The deputy director of the
Pentagon's Operational Test
and Evaluation office, Karl
Pflock, said Washington for
the first tlJne bought "on the
world market" Soviet MiG-15s,
17s, 195 and 218 both
unarmed and armed with
Soviet weapons.
In addition, the Pentagon is

buying Soviet air defense
equipment that, when completed, will amount to that of
an air defense system of two
Russian ground regiments and
be similar to what U.S. pilots
might face in event of war.
"We get them on the world
market," Pflock said.
"Basically we get tbem
through source or through
(arms) dealers."
He explained that "through
source" meant some of the
older MiGs ... ~. e bought
through aircraft trade
publications. "To my
knowledge, no one has sent an
order into the Kremlin for

these bdbies," he said.
The United States previously
obtained most Soviet planes
and weapons via clandestine
or "spooky means," Pflxk
said. As a result, he added, it
was "very difficult to get them
out in public for operations
tests."
uSo we went out into the
open market and we have
obtained Soviet or Soviet-like
threat equipment," he said.
"We have been quite successful. "
The most advanced Soviet
aircraft and weapons are still
obtained "through the
customary government

with a very serious situation,"
Flemming said. "The
leadership must come from
the Dresident of the United
States."
The report - a summary of
a report to be published in
March - charged that in the
eight years of the Reagan
administration, civil rights
enforcement had ground to a
virtual standstill and in some
cases the administration had

racial and ethnic conflict.
.. An event in Miami. an
event in Long Beach definitely
come under this heading,"
Flemming said.
Rioting in Miami was
touched off Monday after the
death of a black motorcyclist
being chased by white police
officers. And during the
weekend in Long Beach, there
were allegations of police
brutality against a black man.
"We feel very keenly the
nation once again is confronted

sought to undo and reverse

past progress.

u.s. buying Soviet fighters, equipment for testing

Baker vows
attention
to Mexico
WASHINGTON <UP!)
Secretary of State-designate
James Baker, pledging close
a ttention to La till American
probtems, told Congress
Tuesday the United States
must treat Mexico "with the
respect and seriousness it
warrants,"
Discussing
Central
American strife and Latin
American debt during Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
hearings on his nomination to
the Cabinet post, Baker underscored a deep political and
economic awareness of the
region's difficulties and
potential problems for the
Umted States.
Mexico has a huge foreign
debt, worsened by falling
prices in this decade for its
major export - oil - and is
burdened by high unemployment and a booming
population. But Baker, who
served President Reagan as
Treasury seretary, said that
under the new leadership of
Presidpnt Carlos Salinas,
Mexko is making slgnilicant
""ogress toward easing its
economic woes.
"It is time we regarded
Mexico with the respect and
seriousness it warrants.

means" to prevent the Soviet
Union
from
knowing
Washington has obtained and
tested them. he said.

U~~~r.::::1~r ~~ l'::; ti~:

purchased other aircraft,
weapons systems and
equipment on the open market.
The director of the
Operational Test and
Evaluation office. John
Krings, develope!! the
"Capability Improvement
Program" and envisions the
plan will save the government
tens of millions of dollars.
Previously, the unclassified
portion of the weapons testing

A "simulated" MiG created
from an old F -4 might cost
"millions of dollars" compared to the cost of $200,000 for
an actual MiG, and the lalter
would provide more accurate
and extensive data on the
Soviet fighter, Pflock said.
Two Navy f -14 Tomcats shot
down two Libyan MiG-23s in
international airspace over the
MediI
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relationship with Mexico
means a great deal - it is as
important as our relationship
with any other country in the
world."
Baker said the burdens that
Mexico and other nations
suffer from in repaying their
foreign debt can best be
resolved by economic reform,
growth, and capital investment not foreign
governments and banks
forgiving their debts.
"There is no magic bullet
cure," he said,
Baker did not indicate
whether President-elect
George Bush, who takes office
Fe lay, will seek to res4",e
military aid to the Contra
guerrillas fighting the Soviet·
supported
Nicaraguan
government.

program relied solely on U.S.
simulaUons of Soviet aircraft.
American warplanes ",auld be
reconfigured into Soviet MiGs
so they could fly in mock
dogfights.
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Technique helps in search for defective genes
SAN FRANCISCO <uP!) A new technique may pave the
way for locating diseasecausing defective genes and
mappi~g the entire human
genome, scientists reported
Tuesday.
Radiation hybrid mapping
has already enabled researchers to narrow their search
for the genes linked to Huntington's disease, a crippling
brain disorder; a type of
Alzheimer's disease and a
form of manic depression, said
Dr. David Cox, who developed
the method with Richard

Myers.
Scientists have been able to
track many defective genes to
specific chromosomes - and
even to regions of a
.:hromosome - but few have
pinned down the exact location
or the gene involved, said Cox,
associate professor of
psychiatry, pediatrics,
biochemistry and biophysics
at the Univer;;ity of California.
San Francisco.
"Finding these genes will
help develop better diagnostic
tests and therapies and may
eventually allow doctors to

attempt gene therapy to cure
the disease," Myers, assistant
professor of physiology and
biochemistry at llCSF, said at
the annual meeting of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
"The technique does not
solve all our problems but it
takes us part of the way
towards the gene. There were
gaps in available technologies
for mapping the genome and
this technique helps fill some
of those gaps."
Thc researchers hope the
method will prove useful in one

of the most mammoth
scientific endeavors of all
time: mapping and analyzing
all the genetic material - the
genome - con' ~ined in human
cells.
The genome project, controversial since its inception
threE: years ago, will aim to
identify the specific site of
every gene that sits on the 46
chromosomes in humans cells:
of an estimated 100,000 human
genes, only 1,400 have been
mapped.
The federal project also
plans to analyze sections of the

genome to determine the
precise sequence of four
chemicals that make up the
chains
of
DNA,
deoxyribonucleic acid, the
major hereditary molecule of
living things. So iar, only about
600 genes have been sequenced.
Information from these
efforts is expected to help !n
developing diagnostic tests
and even cures for the 3,500
disorders such as cystic
fibrosis and sickle-cell anemia
that are known to be caused by
genetic defects.

Study reveals new early warning sign of heart disease
Scripps Howard News Service

MONTEREY, Calif. - A
cholesterol-carrying particle
that turns up in high numbers
in the bloodstream of about
one in 10 Americans shows
g~~~~:::. early warning of
The tiny particles, a form of
the low-density lipoprotein
which is known to encourage
clogged arteries that lead t
heart attacks, are not affected
by diet or even by most new
drugs that usually can lower
blood cholesterol levels.

New studies at the
University of Washington at
Seattle indicate that levels of
the carrier particles are
highest in men with high
cholesterol and severe
blockage of the heart arteries.
The studies examined 200
coronary care patients in
Seattle and Boston and found
one-third had high levels of the
particles, called Lp(aJ. In a
control group of non-heart
patients, fewer than 5 percent
had high Lp(al. All, however,
had some Lp(a).

That probably means Lp<a)
helps cause heart disease, but
doesn't act alone, researchers
said.
Largely ignored since its
discovery 25 years ago, the
cholesterol carriers may be a
more reliable early predictor
of the severity of heart disease
than any other known marker.
"Subjects with the least
amount of blockage of the
coronary vessels had the

~=~i:o~~r~~~'l:~~

of blockage had intermediate

Study finds heart disease
can be detected in children
MONTFREY, Calif. <UPIl
- A I5-year study of 10,000
children indicates that signs of
potentially fatal heart disease
can be detxted as young as 6
months, a researcher said
Tuesday.
Dr Gerald Berenson, of
Louisiana State University,
said he found early signs of
cardiovascular disease and
striking differences in the
development of disease het·
ween blacks and whites in a
heart·risk analvsls of school
children.
Whlie early indications of
hypertension were more
prevalent among bla::ks. signs
of coronary artery disease
were more prevalent in whites.
especially boys. Berenson
said
The aim of the study of
children from Bogalusa. La .. a
rural area about iO mile..; north
of :\ew Orleans. was to track
tendencies towards heart
disease and to pave ,he way for

prevention programs,
"Adult heart direases and
hypertension very clearly
begin in childhood - even
infancy, " Berenson told an
American Heart Association
seminal·.
Abnormal levels of fats in
the blood can be detected in 6month-old children, especially
those who inherit a gene tha t
causes errors in fat
met.3bolism, he said.
"There's also a racial
contrast that continues to show
up throughout life," Berenson
said. "White men have eight
times more coronary artery
surgery than other groups."
He said his study also
bolsters findings by the
1'\ a tional Center for Health
Statistics that 39 percent of
black women and 38 percent of
black men suffer hypertension. 11 leading cause of
stroke and other cardiovascular disorders.
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hig:t levels of blood fats,
cigarette smoking and high

blood pressure, Albers
reported.
Thp Washington laboratory
has developed the world's first
test for Lp(a), results of which
could warn persons with high
levels that they greatly increase their heart a ttack risk
if they don't avoid the other
risk factors.
"We also believe the high
Lp(a) trait may enhance the
risk for stroke and premature
heart disease when associated
with other risk factors,"
Albers said.
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EARN YOUR DEGREE IN LEADERSHIP:
WITH THE MARINE CORPS f~ATQQ~_bg~QgR~_~~~~~1

The Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) is a c~ance
for you to attend Officer Candidate School (OCS) during your
summer break. With only a 6-week summer obligation, it's
your chance to g~~:~~!~~ yourself an active duty commission
while still in your first year or two of college. After
satisfactory completion of OCS, your bachelor'S degree will
be your ticket to a commission as a 2ndLt in the Marine
Corps,

• No on-campus commitments
• Guaranteed Aviation or Law for qualified
Applicants
'100 monthly stipend ;.vailable
Pay equal to that of Marine Sergeant
during summer training
FAA approved flight training for PLC
aviators during senior year
• Increased starting salary upon
commissioning
• An opportuni.ty to excel in a demanding
and rewarding area
Is it tough? !QY_~;Tl If it wasn't, it wouldn't be the
Marine Corps.
Is it a challenge? !Qy_~gT'
Is it so~ething
you're interested in? !QY tell Y~.
If you think you have what it takes to become an officer
of Marlnes:
1-800-843-9072 (Illinois)
(314)263-0582 (Call Collect)

Marines

• special refurbisheJ at f~dOry
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warranty
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levels of Lp(a) and those with
the mOlit severe coronary
disease had the highest Lp(a)
levels," Dr. John Albers,
associate director of Seattle's
Northwest Lipid Research
Center, said.
The Seattle findings were a
highlight of the second day of
an
American
Heart
Association science writers
forum here,
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Shoe

By Jeff MacNelly

CaMn and Hobbes

By Bill Watterson
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NCAA president rejects request for rule review
WASHINGTON (uPIl Saymg there is no "sense of
urgency," the president of the
NCAA said Tuesday he wiu not
order an expedited review of a
controversial new rule that
triggered a basketball
coac~ing
boycott
by
Georgetown University's John
Thompson.
NCAA President Albert
"'itte said he sees no reason to
call a special convention to
reconsider Proposition 421 a
rule approved or, Jan. 11
during the NCAA's annual
convention that bars colleges
from giving scholarship
money to athletes who fall
below certain minimuill
academic standards.
Thompson blasted the new
rule as "discriminatory"
against black and un-

derprivi/edged athletes and
walked off the court in protest
before the start of his tearn'.
Saturday night game against
Boston College.
BiU Shapland, Georgetown
sports ioformation director,
said Thon.pson wiu not travel
with his team for Wednesday
night's game in Providence
against Big East conference
oppon~nt Providence College.
Thompson, the ceach of the
1988 U.S. Olympic team who
guided Georgetown to the 1984
nation~.l
cbampionship,
reiterated Tuesday lie will not
coach until he is satisfied the
NCAA, which governs the
nation's college sports, is
moving toward reversing
Proposition 42.
"What I want to do is to
come to some reasonable

lllini's No.1 critic
coach Lou Henson
URBANA, Ill. (uPIl IlI;nois, the second-rated
basketball team in the nation,
is not getting such high marks
from Coach Lou Henson.
Henson Tuesday gave the ISO JIlini a "C" on rebot!nding
and a "B-minus" to a "C-plus"
on defense. The coach graded
the club's hign-scoring offense
a "B-plus" but came through
with A "s for the team'S' effort
and stamina.
"We're not as good as we've
been in tt,e past on defense,"
he said. "People are getting
behind us and they're getting
too many easy shots on us. "
Some people are never
satisfied.
"Offensively, it's one of the
best ball clubs we've had." he
added. "I hope there is a lot
more potential. I know there is
room for improvement. I don't
think we ha ve as much room
as some other teams."
/Ilinois travels to Evanston
Thursday night for a game
with Big 10 rival Northwestern, 7-7 overall a!ld ()-4
in conference games. Next
Sunday, the Illinois hosts No.
20 Georgia Tech, which the
JUini beat 80-75 in the Rainbow
Classic last month. Georgia
Tech is 1()-4 and 1-1 in Atlantic
Coast Conference matches.
Henson's team, 3-() in the Big
10, is fresh from its most
important victory of the year,
H

satisfaction that this thing is
moving in the right direction,"
Thompson said Tuesday in an
intervtew with a Washington
television station.
"I really don't want to say
what would make me come
back because, thn, I think I
would be imposing on
somebody else an ultimatum
and that has never ·been my
inler!tion," he said. "This thing
took off like a rocket because it
is sen,itive and because it did
step out of the realm of
athletics."
The only way the NCAA
could reverse the new rule
before next January's annual
eonvention would be in a
special convention called by
Witte.
"In terms of the information
thal's available to me rignt

now, I don't see any special
need to call a convention
before next Januaryj" Witte, a

professor of law at the
University of Arkansas in
Fayetteville, Ark., said in a
telephone interview with
United Press InternationaL
"You would involve many
people and much expense,"
Witte said. "u there is a desire
to repeal !Propositi0n) 42, it
can be handled as efficiently
and without any extra expense
at the next regli!ar convention,"
Thompson's unprecedented
protest has gained nearly
unanimous support from
fellow coacbes and strong
support from many college
presidents and athletic
directors.
But Witte said no one has

asked him to call a special

cOllver,tion.
"rm not aware of any sense

of urgency and I'm not even
sure that (calling a s~ial
convention) is the mea rung of
his protest. But you have to
realize I'm quite a ways from
the site of his I?rotest, so I'm
not really fully ioformed of all
the pertinent circumstances,"
Witte said.
NCAA Director of Communications Jim Marchiony
said Witte is empowered to call
a special cl'nventio.l with
wr:lten recommendations
from at least 2~ members of
the 44-member NCAA
Presidents Commission, made
up of college presidents, or
from 24 members of the 44member NCAA Council_
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a 96--84 win over fifth-rated
Michigan. Illinois made it look
easy Saturday behind a 26point ""rforma~~e by everimproving guard Aendall Gill.
"Kendall has really done an
exceptional job," saId Henson.
"lIe played forward in high
school (at Olympia Fields Rich
Central). Last year he shot th~
nail well but didn't have quite
enough confidence. This year
he's working very hard."
Despite Henson's concern
aLout Illinois' "problem
spots," Northwe;tern Coach
Bill Foster said Tuesday the
lllinis' defense is as intimidating as their offensive
potential.
"They have such a fine
pressure defense," Foster
said. "Their defense is a great
concern of ours along with
their great jumping ability.
"But they're just so explosive and quick and they can
score in so many ways.
They're just so capsble of
scoring so many points so
quickly and they deserve to be
where they are (in the polls).
Georgia Tech Coach Bol>by
Cremins said he was impressed with IlP-o'.'
"chemistry" when th' two
teams played in Hawaii Dec.
29, a characteristic his team
has not displayed in every
outing.

Pac-10 conference
features top players
choices_
As a big guard, Lichti's
The much-maligned Pacific competition includes Florida
10 m&y have two of college State's George McCloud, Inbasketball's top five players.
diana's Jay Edwards and N.C_
At the season's halfway State shooter-deluxe Rodney
point, Arizona's Sean Elliott is Monroe.
a lock for every All-America
The small guard spot is
team, and Stanford's Todd
Lichti deserves serious con- loaded with candIdates.
However,
it's hard to go
sideration.
In some respects, Lichti is agaimt Oklahoma's Mookie
Blaylock,
who
can have an
having a better season than
Elliott. The 6-4 Stanford guard impact with scoring, passing
or
defense.
Syracuse's
matched Elliott's 35 points in
their only meeting, and Lichti Sherman Douglas, Iowa's B.J.
Armstrong,
Michigan's
did mosl of his scoring in the
second half to rally th( Car- Rumea/ Robinson, Texas-El
Paso's Tim Hardaway, Ohio
dinal to victory.
Elliott and Duke's Danny State's Jay Burson and LSU
Ferry have bee" tops among a freshman Chris Jackson are
strong group of college for- also having superb seasons.
wards. Their ability to make
That leaves the center spot,
teammates better
re where most vote ... are likely to
passing - sets them apart favor LouisviPe's Pervis
[rolr. oLlers. Among those just Ellifon 01' Oklahoma's Stacey
behind are Michigan's Glen King. Either is deseryiJ.g, but
Rice. Tennessee's Dyron Nix, the choice here would be
Georgia Tech's Tom Ham- Georgetown freehmau Alonzo
monds and BYU's MichafJ Mourning. He has the greatest
Smith. AU are seDlors and sure impact because of shot
to be first-round NBA dr~ft blocking.
Unrted Press International
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Kampwerth receives weekly conference honor
By Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

to score - the team h&; not award.
·"Because they make the
lost when she has led in points
- she vows to be more award strictly on :.tatistics,"
SoothernllhllolS
Scott
said, "we don't play a
on
the
floor_
assertive
Bradley
3·2
"r have to post up [lOJ:"e," style of ball that would reflect
Soutr.west Mrssoun
d-T
Easlernll11nOls
3·3
those
kind of numbers for a
Kampwerth
said.
"I
think
I
Orakl!'
'·6
should ask for the ball more single player. We are very
IndumaStBle9·5
team orientE'd."
often
when
I'm
in
a
posi:ion
to
WesllHTlillm0<6
3- t
Scott doesn't believe that the
score."
N()t'tt,emloWll
3·9
In the past six confel ence award was recognition of the
w.ctnHday·, ,."...
I
games, Kampwerth is entire team, which was picked
IowsatOrake
ChtcagO Stale at Northern iowa
averaging 13.5 points ana 7 0 to finish fourth in the
Tnunday'. pmn
rebounds. She is shooting '_8.6 preseason yet is now in conSoutf,....est Misaoun 0:.:
....
11l1n04
WcnaStaterrc.asaemiltnc)la
percent from the field and 6<'.8 tention for the title after
Western IInoI& atlRlOCM6 Stal~
winning five straight.
percent from the line.
Bradleyllllnd''SI'WIState
Defensively, KampwerU.
saOlrd8,".gamu
WIChIta State at Southem IIIn<Ms
makes
ber
presence
known.
Standing tall
~west Meaoun at Eastern 1lin0ll
Her 59 defensive rebounds and
Narthem Iowa at Drake
The Salukis are Hj overall
lNeatem u.noca at Indiana State
16 blocks are team-highs.
Sunde,· .........
Kampwertb, 23, a plant and al'd 5-1 in the Gateway, good
BnIdIeyat-.nolaStme
enc:lgh
to move inot second in
soil science major, is from
Highland. In 1:187 she was thes\.:'rdings.
Illinol.~ State, empowered by
selected to the North squad to
Cathy Kampwerth her entire the U.S. Olympic Sports the likes u~ guard Pam Tanner
career has been ber con- Festival.
and center L~lie Ferrell, still
leads theb Gak:yay at 9-5 and
fidence," Scott said. "If she
would only play with the
~.
"Illinois State is q step
confidence I have in her, she'd Rare tribute
According to Scott's notes, ahead of everybody," :pott
be unstoppable."
Since -the effectiveness of this was only the third time the said. "They are the best tean..
much of the offense seems to Gateway Conference bas They play so well together,
binge on Kampwerth's ability selected a Saluki !or its weekly sboot WE'll, and, of course, are
GATEWAY

Women's basketball coach
Cindy Scott has searched high
and low for a way to ir.crease
theh corJidence level of center
Cathy Kampwerth.
Scott just got an assist from
the Gateway Conference when
the league named Kampwe!"th
as its player of the week.
"This will definitely give me
a boost in mv confidence,"
said Kampwerth, who has
been the Salukis' leading
scorer in the last three games.
Kampwerth is averaging
10.2 points and 6.9 rebounds
per game, coming off a 17point performance against
Western Illinois Saturday. She
had 14 against ~orthem Iowa
and a caraer-high 23 against
Bradley.
Scott said those results are
indicative of the kind of play
Kampwerth can produce, but
the key is to get the H seDiOl'
to come up wiU1such statistics
on a regular basis.
"The biggest thing with
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well coached_"
illinois State is led by Jib
Htitchison, who after 17 years
is the dean of conference
.::oaches.
The Redbirds beat the
SaJukis 76-53 on Jan. 2 ill
Normal. Illinois State, which
has won the last three
meetings, visits the Arena on
March 3.

Getwf'1I soon
Senior guard Deanna Sanders and freshman forward
Grace Johnson are expected to
rejoin the team's active roster
later this week after being
bedridden by chicken pox.

Stat sheet

Dana Fitzpatrick leadE the
team with 11.0 ppg, 47 assists,
50 turnovers, 29 steals and an
average of 33.5 minutes played
per game.
Amy Rakers has 94
rebounds, an average of 7.2.
Among starters, sbe has the
~ighest field goal percentage
(4\.':'l.

LEAD,
from Page 32-lllinois Sbate is 2~ on its new
floor, which it de:.mted Jan. 11
with a win over Chicago State.
In other Redbird notes,
center Jon Pemberton will
miss the rem'l.inder of the
season after reinjuring his
ankle.
"The bone was not healed,"
Donewald said. "We knew he
would ultimately blow it so we
tried to get him through as
many games as possible."

Splinters for Sasha
Creighton's win over Wichita
State dropped the Shockers for
the second time in league play.
"We have not played an
excellent 40 minute game yet,"
said Shocker coach Edaie
FoglE'r. "We played an excellent fll"St half against Tulsa,
but then held on to barely
win."

Senior Sasha Radunovich,
the Valley's preseason Player
of the Year, has slumped to the
point where Fogler has benched the6-foot '.0 center.
"1 think it (the slump) is
more than just his scoring,"
Fogler said. "I would not be as
coacemed if he were taking
good shots. ne is not
ret..ounding as well/''\ be could,
and be is not playing mentally
as well as he could."
Fogler said he hesistated to
move Radunovich to sixth
man.
MISSOURI YAU.EY

A.

ConI.

CtelghtOn
Southemlllinois

3-0
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Valley coaches voice views against NCAA's rule
By David Gallianettl
StaHWriter

Coaches in the Missouri
Valley voiced their displeasure
with tile NCAA's newly
adopted Proposition 42 in their
wee:dy teleconference.
The new rule, which will
cor:dderably
stiffen
regulations covered in Prop 48,
was passed 163-154 on Jan. 11
at the NCAA Ccnvention. The
rule is scheduled to go into
effect in August of 1990.
Prop 48, which took effect in
1986,
requi:-ed incoming
freshman wishing to participate in athletics to have a
grade point average of 2.0 or

higher in core classes and
score 700 or higher on tile SAT
or 15 or higher on the ACT, two
national college entrance
exams.
Under the previous
regulations, an incoming
freshman not m~ting the
Prop 48 requirements could
still receive financial aid, but
lost one year of eligibility.
The newly passed rule does
not allow incoming students to
receive financial aid if they do
not meet the Prop 48
requirement.
Most of the attacks, both by
the Valley coaches and
nationwide, are aimed at Prop

42's focus on the absolute use
of entrance eX3m scores to
determine eligibii:ty.
.. It is discriminatory," said
Bradley coach Stan Albeck. "I
look for it to be rescillded.
There is a lot of argumentation
on both sides, but I honestly
don't believe it has a chance of
passing.:'
Creighton coach 'ror;y
Barone said members of the
convention should have given
more consideration before the
adoption of the new rule.
"They acted too hastily in
making the decision they
made," Barone said. . 'They
need to look at the big picture.

REPORT, from Page 32 - - highest GPA with a 3.2.
Volleyball recruiter and about that part of their lives as
Outgoing coach Debbie Hunter assistant coach Sonya Locke
saicf she is very pleased with said the players proved they ~~: a~~~ V~:k~ll ~ourJif~
the results of her player's be ve their priorities straight.
ference."
work.
"In their time when they are
The top men's team was
"This may be the best not with the volleyball team, tennis at 3.04. The men's
volleyball
performance we hope they spend it with cumulative average was 2.45
academically since I have their studies," Locke said. for the fall term, while the
been here," said the 14-year "They proved that they are. It women's teams compiled a
coach. "I am ecstatic, nothing shows the maturity the girls 2.90.
short of tba t."
have, because when you are
Athletics Director Jim Hart
Hunter said it is a tribute to away from the court on free said the lower GPAs for the
the players to score just a high time it is easy not to study."
men is characteristic of most
team GPA.
Locke said grades are im- universities.
"For the level they compete portant when recruiting
"We could probably find all
at and still perform that v:ell in players, but only to a certain kinds of excuses for it," he
said. "I don't think you'd find
the classroom is a l lear extent.
"Obviously we pay close it a whole lot different
message they are doing what I
want them to dc," Hunter said. attention to the athlete's grade throughout the country."
"I think they are ..11 role situation, but we do not use it
Hart said the department is
models. That is what we like to as a criteria in recruiting," concerned about the men's
Locke said. "We show we care GPAs but that there is no
create out of a program."

Track member
suffers injury

a closing of the door to
prospective student-athletes
from economically low-income
families.
"Any young person who
comes from an affluent part of
our society can pay their way
through (college)," Donewald
said "You've told him 'That's
OK, . we know you've' got the
money.' If you're not a
member (of the affluent),
that's too bad. Since you can't
pay for it, you can't go to a
Division I college.
"That kind of mentality and
rationalizing is mind-boggling
tome."

Sports team grades

---------------------

Fall 1988 term and cumulative grade point averages
jor SIU-C athletics programs.
Women'st..ms

Term_.Cum.
2.63 ... 2.50
2.93 ... 2.84
3.08 ... 2.91
2.75 ... 2.73
2,94 ... 3.06
2.87 ... 3.12
2.89... 2,90

Basketball

Field hockey

Golf
Softball
Swimming

Tennis
Track

~~"::,,,,:Ielyball,,,,_=-____ ;":~~~2~~
AII.porta .""9_

Men's teams

Term_.Cum.
2,64 ... 2.63
1.94... ~.21
2.13 ... 2.42
Golf
2,61 ... 2.57
Gymnastic<i
2,97.,2.80
Swimming
2.85 ... 2.85
TenniS
3.04 ... 3.CO
~ ___ 2.68 ... ::>.50
Baseball
Basketball
Football

Total ______2_.t.5-.Z.S3

Term 2.809pa

competition between the men
and the women.
"We're concerned about the
athletes collectively because
we'd like to do better," Hart
said.

Cumulative 2.84 9pa.

"If an athlete comes to study
session without books, how can

you help him?" he said. "You
have to motivate them, but you
can't make them do it."

Gr!~~1~es

IAAC hires
2nd adviser
Associate athletics director
Charlotte West announced the
hiring of a second academic
coordinator at the Intercollegiate Athletic Advisory
Committee Tuesday.
The athletic department
hired Mary Beth Skelly to
assic;~ current adviser Nikki
CLambers with the advisement of the program's 435
athletes.
Skelly has a master's degree
in counseling and formerly
coached at College of Wooster
in Wooster, Ohio.
"I think she'll be very good,"
West said. West said she feels
SkelI),'s counseling and
coaching experience good for
the job.
Skelly is replacing assistant
baseball coach Dan Callahan,
who served as an adviser in
addition to coaching.
The IAAC also voted two of
its members to a search
committee to replace
volleyball coach Debbie
Hunter, who resigned to take a
r... tional position with the U.S.
VoUeyball Associa tion.

It will limit the opportunity for
some your g people to get an
education. "
Barone said using the SAT
and ACT exams to r:etermine
eligibility is wrong.
"The ACT and SAT are
economically and socially
biased," Barone said. "It
(pass;l1g the rule) is an
example of a body not being
concerned with something and
the vote was taken. To
legislate against those kids I
know was not the intent, but
that is exactly what ha~
pened."
Illinois State's Bob
Donewald said the new rule is
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Allenllon All RSO.
FEE ALLOCATION APPLICATION FORM
IS NOW A Y AILABLE
Pick-up dates: December 12, 1988 to January 20, 1989

By Paul Pabst
StsHWriter

The Saluki men's track
squad suffered their first
setback of the new year. This
loss, howt:v~r, will not enter
into the Nin-loss column.
Three-time Missouri Valley
Coraference long jump
champion Brian Bradley
suffered a possible hamstring
tear at Friday's Shearson
Lehman Hutton Games in
Jonesbc!"o, Ark.
"It's probably torn and it's
terribly swollen," Coach Bill
Cornell said.
"Brian is going to see a
s:>eciali'St on Thursday, we will
know more then. It does'l't
look promising.
Page 30. Daily Egypttan. January 18, 19IN

Turn-In dates: January 23, 1989 to February 1, 1989*
From: Undergraduate Student Government

A

3rd Floor Student Center

USG

A
USG

Call 536-3381 for further Information.
*A.bsolutely no late applications will be occepted.

Assistant coach feels racial question irrelevant
By Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

th!~t:r~~h~~o c=m~

the University's 75-year sports
history is not something Sonya
Locke dwells on.
"Being black. well to me,
that just isn't a factor," said
Locke, who has applied for the
head volleyball coaching
position that will be vacated by
14-year coach Debbie Hunter
a t the end of this month.
Locke, an All-American
middle blocker for the Salukis
in 1981 and a member of
Hunter's staff since 1983, said
she offers her playing and
coaching experiences as her
qualificatiol)s.
"I know htow to play," Locke

said. "After roaching for
almost six year:. I think I know
how to evaluate talent, and I
have a good grasp of what this
team needs to continue to
compete in the conference."

Locke said race has not
played a part in the three
years she has been the team's
chief recruiter, even though

1

~~~ru~~:Jor\t~ gfivi~f~~er~
volleyball are white.
"I have confidence in the
way I can communicate with
people," Locke said.
A larger priority right now
for the 27-year-old Locke is the
continuation of the recruiting
process. The national signing
day is Feb. 8.
Charlotte West, associat~
lithletics director, assurea
Locke that she would be
retained as an assistant coach
if she was not chosen for the
bead job.
Not only did the guarentee of
job security "show some
loyalty on the school's part,"
but Locke admitted it would
have been verr. hard to recruit
not knowing if she would be
around to see the results of her
efforts.

Sonya Locke

With the head coaching job
up in the air, Locke reports
that the prep players she has
had contact with are understandably uncertain about
a possible future with SIU-C.
"If I was a player coming
out of high school, and this was

happening at a scbool I was
looking at, I would be
hesitant, " Locke said.
"I've tried to be honest with
them " she said "I ask them
point' blank if it will change
their view of the program.
Some of said they'll pursue
c,ther schools and other said IS
has not changed how they'll
look at things.
"I've told the players and
their parents that I've applied
and exactly what the situation
is. They have been very understanding. If it comes down
to a decision on that basis, then
at least tney'll know I've been
very open."
When Locke meets with
recruits on official visits later
this month, she'll emphasize
aspects of the program other
than the coaching dilemma.
"I want them to imagine
coming
here
without
volle.. ball," Locke said. "I'll
definitely be stressing the
campus and its surroundings,

academics and the people
they'll meet."
Locke was inducted into the
SIU Sports Hall of Fame last
fall. She holds school career
records in attack percentage
<'302), block solos (35) and
block assists (331). She also
holds two season records.
Locke, who was an alternate
to the World University Games
in 1982, was Most Valuable
Player in the Gateway Conference in 1982. She also was
SIU-C's Female Athlete of the
Year and an AIAW AIlAmerican in 1981, and a silver
medalist in the 1S80 National
Sports Festival.
Locke, who is originally
from South Bend, Ind., has
been the head coach of the
Southern Region volleyball
team in the Prairie State
Games the past four years.
Locke has a bachelor's
degree in journalism from
SIU-C, 1983.

NBA game in Miami feels effect of city's turmoil
MIAMI (UP!) - Rioters
throwing rocks in a second day
of racial violence in a ghetto
surrounding the Miam'. Arena
forced the NBA to call off
Tuesday night's schedulp.d
game between the Miami Heat
and Phoenix Suns.
Although players and about
500 fans had already made
their way inside the arena,
Heat managing partner Lewis
Schaffel, after speaking with
Police Chief Perry Anderson
and City Manager Cesar Odio,
asked the NBA to call the
game, which was scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. EST.
"The safety of the fans is

SHEftR

everything, .. Schaffel said.
"We listened to thf'ir (city
~fficials) advice. When the
police chief says the safety of
the fans and players is in
danger, we can't play the
game."
No makeup date was announced. The Heat's next
home game is scheduled for
Thursday night against
Chicago.
The game was to be played
in the new, $50 million Miami
Arena, which is on the edge of
Overtown. Racial violence
erupted in the neighborhood
Monday night when a Miami
police officer shot and killed a

black man on a motorcycle. A
passenger on the motorcycle
died Tuesday of injuries
suffered when the motorcycle
crashed.
About an hour before thP
game, police barricaded all
access roads to th. arena and
refused to let anyont- in.
Heat official Joe Crawford,
arriving with other NBA officials for the game, rode
through the main area where
scattered violence continued
during the day.
"On the way down to the
arena, a rock went through our
windshield and covered all the
officials with glass," Crawford

said. "However, this did not
have a significant effect on our
decision to cancel the game."
Terry Lyons, assistant
director of public relations for
the NBA, said the league kept
in contact with Miami team
officials and the city about
developments. The official
decision to cancel the game
was not announced until after 7
p.m., after part owner Billy
Cunningham asked the league
to postpone the contesl
"We were asked by the Heat
to cancel the game, which we
did." Lyons said.
NBA vice president of
operations Rod Thorn was the

league's representative in the
issue. The last game postponed
by the NBA was Nov. 11, 1987,
Philadelphia at Washington
because of inclement Wea ther.
It was not known if a game
had ever previously been
called for reasons other than
those caused by weather or
mecharucal problems.
The violence comes days
before Super Bowl XXIII is
scheduled to be played in Joe
Robbie Stadium Sunday
between the San Francisco
4gers and the Cincinnati
Bengals The stadium is in
north Dade County, far from
the inner city.
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Sports
Discrepancy found in academic report
By Stephania Wood

and David Gamanettl
Staff Writers

A discrepancy within the
athletics department has
arisen follov.ing the presenta tion of fail grade point
averages for SIU-C's 16 sports
to the Intercollegiate Athletic
Advisory Committee' Tuesday .
Men's basketball is listed on
the report, compiled by the
athletics department, with a
GP A of 1.94 for the faJl. But
coach Rich HerriL said the

did not start practice," Herrin
said. "I realize they (the
athletics department) may
have reported that, but it is not
correct."
Associate Athletics Director
Charlotte West said the grades
are totaled based on a list of
athletes given to the deput·
ment by each sport's
respective coach.
"That statement (Herrin's)
is probably true," West said.
"The department had a
standard by which all the

figure is not accurate.
"That's not right," Herrin
said. "There are two students
listed on th.::re that are not
players. There are a couple
ones on the other end, but two
players on the list n'1illy
brought things down."
Herrin said a walk-on and
another player, both of which
he declined to name, had GPAs
of 0 • and 1.B, which dropped
the :eam'sGPAconsiderabIy.
"I guess they were here at
the start of the fall, but they

figures are done, by the names
a coach lists and the ones
eligible (to participate). It
definitely does more often than
not play to a disadvantage."
West said despite the
discrepancy, the report is 100
percent accurate, because all
athletes, whether they are
participating or not, have to be
mcluded for the study to be
complete.
"What do you define as an
athlete?" West said. "We're
not saying these are the X

number on the schedule. They
are all important for us if they
are prepared to play."
Despite the inaccuracy.
Herrin said his playen.' GPA is
not where he likes to see it.
"The staff is definitely
unhappy," Herrin said. "Still,
some of the men did well
academically. 1 think the
others will bounce back. We'll
be all right academically."
On the other end of the scale,
the volleyball team scored the
See REPORT, Page 30

Diver Owen makes
Creighton
takes MVC; two NCAA events
lead spot
By Trlcla

Jord~ng

Staff Writer

By David Gamanettl
Staff Writer

With an BI-80 overtime
victory aver Wichita State
Monday, the Creighton Blue
Jays claimed sole possesion of
the Missouri Valley top spot at
.3-0.

s:~t ~:t::i~~ui~~::g,:;
Monday's game, head coach
ia~nlr:~~v:~id the season is
"It is too early in the seas.,n
for it tD be a critical game,"
Barone said. "We consider it
an opportunity to do something
we want to do at this time of
the year. Critical is too tough
of a term right now."

w:in:;:j~, S~-Cov:::;
Jan. 23 to face the Salukis, who
meet Bradley Thursday night
in Peoria and Drake in Des
Moines on Saturday.

Redbird review

StIItt P,,* by S - Merrtt.

Sophomore Rick Shipley battl.. for rebounding position
In the Salukis' 75-70 win ewer Drake. Th6 Saluk!.'
aoptlomore II averaging 8.7 points and 8.0 retNundl per
8 l1me•

Illinois State's 91-83 upset of
Bradley in the new Redbird
Arena Sunday was the 200th
career victory for Redbird
coach Bob Dooewald.
"That's exciting, but it is an
individual type thing,"
Dooewald said. "It was a
really good win for our y~
basketball team at this point.'
See LEAD, Page 28

One year ago, Laine Owen
gave no inkling to the
possibility of being a collegiate
diver. She thought she would
have to be conl-ent making a
splash in Lake Thunderbird,
which is near her home of
Norman, Okla.
But now she's training at the
Recreation Center ~ and

~c: J!~ s'f::tterofNr~

qualifying marks.
"I didn't even plan to dive in
college until being recruited
last year," Owen said. "Now it
is definitely a dream come
true for me. "
Owen did berseH and the
Salulti diving team proud by
earning a spot at the
NCAA preliminary z.one meet
with outstanding sbowings on
both the 3- and i-meter boards

Sunday in Cincinnati.
"I'm 80 proud," Owen said.
"I was relaxed at Cincinnati
because there was no
pressure. It's been in my mind
to qualify, but I reali" didn't
expect tD at this meet. "
Owen took flJ'St in ;.I-meter
diving with a score 255.15,
which met the qualifying rnark
of 250.00. She hit a career-high
260.25 on the I-meter, besting
the qualifying standard of
245.00.

"Mentally, this year bas
been tough on her," swim
coach Dave Ardrey said.
"She's an elite diver, but
people forget that she's a true

ulneOwen

freshman. Sbe's had to adjust
m::pege, a new school, a new
Owen

was

a

two-time

Ok.\aboma state chamtlion al".d.
a two-time runner-'.rp. She a\so

was honored
as i1er school'S
most outstanding athlete.
Perhaps the biggest obstacle
Owen had tD overcome was an
injury to her lower back, the
result of exhaustion from two
weeks of hard training.
"She had been on the edge
all semester," Ardrey said.
"But I really think the injury
and fatigue helped her. She
had been thinking abrut (Cle
injury) 80 muc~ and sbe was
80 tired and broken down from
trainin , that her mind didn't
think a~t diving.
"She let her body do the
work and that's the nature of
the sport."

Administrators vote in favor of Proposition 42
By Stephanie Wood
Staff Writer

SIU-C voted in favor of the
controversial Proposition 42 at
the NCAA convention,
Athletics Director Jim Hart
told the Intercollegiate
Athletit"S Advisory Committee
TuesQ.i·
The NCAA passed the
proposition at its convention
by a ma!"1in of 145-137 on Jan.
11. On the first ballot, SW-C
voted against the proposition,
but voted for Prop 42 when the
motion was reconsidered. It is
scheduled to take effect
AUgust, 1990.

Although the four University
representatives to the c0nvention voted in favor of the
proposition, Hart and
Charlotte West, associate
a thletics director, said they
op~e Prop 42.
"We changed our minds."
j 1 art said. "We occilated at the
time of voting. Fortunately,

it's not a case where it takes
effect immediately."
"We probably should have
voted no," West said.
Prop 42 states th'lt any
athlete that doesn't meet
standard NCAA requirements
can not receive finan~ial aid in
his first year. The studentathlete also loses one year of
eligibility.
The current rule, Prop 48,
requires an incoming athlete
tD have a 2.11 high school grade
point average in a CJre
curriculum course (math,
scieIK."e, history and E~lish)
and a minimum score of 700 ;m
the SAT or 15 on the ACT, both
standard college entrance
examinations. U athletes don't
meet both of these criteria,
they lost; :t year of eligibility,
but are still able to receive
financial asoistance.
Weft said she favors more
lenient
admi3sion
requirements. but stricter
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coach John Thompson's
protest Jan 14, were too late,
West said.
"There just was not the
debate on the negative side ..
-Page 30 mt~le:::~baU coach Rick West said. "The John
Rhoades said, "1 support it Thompsons and others just
professionally because 1 work didn't do their homework."
at
SIU, but I'd like tD see the
Rhoades llaid, "I think John
requirements for athletes tD whole
testing procedure looked Thompson has gotten peopll' to
retain their eligibility.
think about it. I agree with
"I'm not an advocate of Prop at."
Rhoades said he feels many
48. I'm a very strong advocate athletes have been turned what he is doing. I think it will
be discussed a lot. "
of academics, I think my away by t:_e decision.
Hart said, "It's unfortunate
record bas shown that ," she
West said site was surprised
said. "And J can't see closing about the controversy that those (negative) feelinp
weren't made known before.'
the door tD people who want a surrounding Prop 42.
Hart and West are comchance."
"I didn't even flag it as
Men's basketball coach Rich something sedous," sbe said. fortable that Prop 42 will not
pass
at the 1990 convention.
Hel~ ;;aid, "We need tD help
"I didn't think it had mucb of
"There's no doubt," Hart
those young men. We need to chance."
said.
"It will never come to
work with them, not turn our
Hart said, "1 don't think pass. We think now it will be
backs on them."
ddeated
eventually."
Herrin said he feels the anyone thought there would be
He speculated on STU-C's
NCAA shoud go back to the tbis sentiment of the univerprior-l:.>73 rule which did not sities. 1 didn't think there decision at the 1990 convention.
"I think we would vote against
wouid be II ny controversy. "
allow freshman to compete.
, Let them all come in and
The arguments against Prop it," he said. "That would be
practice." Herin said. "I think 42, Including Georgetown my sentiment any ..·ay.·'

MVC coaches
react to rule

we're laking a step backward.
We need £~me guidelines. I
believe in academics and
GPA, and have always pushed
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ISC: International Festival will occur
By Fernando FeUu-Moggi
Staff Writer

The resignation of several
sta{f members of the International Student Council at
thz er.d of the fall semester will
not affect the Internatianal
Festival scheduled for
February, M. Ali Firouzi.
president of thP International
Student Council, said.
Several staff members
resigned .lfter a November
meeting of the council, when
Finuz: vetoed a Motion

allowing Teck Hong "Robin"
Tan tv continue as one of the
vice presider;ts of the
organizaLon.
Tan's grade point average
had fallen below the required
2.0 lieeded to serve in the
eXECutive committee of I~C,
but the council had voted to
retain him as vice presidellt.
Firouzi's veto was seer by
some ISC staff memb~rs as an
abuse of power, and they
circulated a letter condemning
the president's attitude. The
letter was signed by 26 staff

members.
Firouzi said the letter didn't
represent the international
community because it was
signed by only 26 people.
Those who had signed the
letter stopped ~rticipating in
ISC acti, ities.
The presidents oi the various
international
Student
Associations met with Firouzi
Tuesday to present their ideas
about L'le festival to the
council. ISC showed a video of
last yec.r's festival, presented
the schedule for this year's and

offered economic support for
various activities.
Firouzi said he had begau
organizing the festival before
Christmas break by maihng
brochures to the various International
Student
Associations.
He said the organization of
the festival had not been influenced by the absence of any
staff mer:lbers because the
staff consist! of all students
;:,~ll:::: f!:J:~f. and give ideas
"Anyone can become a

Search on
for vacant [cutting judged legal
Area reSidents,
VP post
environmentalists

member of the staff, all they
have to do is sign up, "he said.
"It is very hard to make all
the people work together, but if
just because there's a
disagreemeni. people start
walking out on us instf'.aa of
tryi;;,g to solve the proble.n as
a team, we won't get very
far," Firouzisaid.
Maria Freitas, President of
the European Student
Association, said ISC had done
a good job organizing the
See FESTIVAL, Page 5

in bat's habitat

wary of change

By Jeanne Bickler
Staff Writer

The search is on far a new
associate vice president for
academic affairs, Benjamin A.
Shepherd, vice president for
academic affairs and
research-planning, announced
Wednesday.
The position was held by
Shepherd prior to Julv 1, 1987,
when he took over
acting
vice president. He officiaily
was named the vice president
May 15, 1988.
The vacant position has been
filled by Mary Lou Higgerson,
as acting associate vice
president.
The associate vice president
works with the vice president
in creating and implementing
academic planning methods
and reviewing collegiate and
d~partmental programs, along
with undergraduate programs
and curriculunl, Shepherd
s<:id.
The associate vice president
administers programs of
academic support areas, including the Army Military
Science (Army ROTC),
Aerospace Studies (Air Force
ROTC). the Clinical Center
and Undergraduate Academic

as

Serv;~es

:"H)epherd issued a campuswide memo to start the
search. ":... ndida tes nomina ted
for the position rr.ust currently
be tenured associate or full
professors within the
University. Experience with
academic administration is
desirable. '1e said.
The nominee !>hould be

~~~har~t~~~s in~~lv:~~~~l~

By Doug Toole
StaffNrit~r

A r:iearcutting operation in
ll)e Shawnee National Forest
was judged n:Jt to be illegal
by officials at a meeting
Wednesday
morning,
although the operation may
have destroyed the habitat of
the endangered Indiana bat.
Local citizens have filed a
complaint against the federal
government for violating its
own standards in respect to
the 1987 tree cutting in the
Bear Creek area. After
meeting with concerned
citizens Wednesda~' morning,
officials from Fish and
Wildlife Service and the
Forest Service said they were
not
at
fault.
Bruce Stebbings, of the
Fish and Wildlife Service,
said he is in favor of the
service's standards and
g·Jidelines. "Guid~lil1es are
something the service can
use at its discretion," he said.
The controversy began in
1983 when the U.S. Department of Conservation's
Forest Service announced
plans to cut down some of the
trees in the national forest a
few miles from Pomona.
Nearby residents were aware
that the Indiana bat lived in
the area.
Research done by Dr. J.O.
Whitaker, professor of
biology at Indiana State
University, said the one and
one half ineh-long bats
sometimes roost in Shagbark
!iickory trees.
Dr. Whitaker said, "If Shag
and Shalebark trees were not

Sill" p.- by Alan"--

Larry Burkhart of the U.S. Forestry Department discusses clear<uHing with Joe

cut down during the bats'
maternity season, May 1
through Aug. 31, and if a 100foot wide foraging area was
left on either side of nearby
creeks, the biological
assessment will not affect the
Indiana bat."
David Nadolski and Joe
C IOf JLr., fes.;!ents of the area,
sen. this information to the
Forest Service in 1985. The
Service's 1986 contract for
cutting down trees in the Mud
Run and Bear Creek area
included the guidelines
outlined by Dr. Whitaker, and
extended the "no-cut" period

Glouen, a naturalist, at a site In the
Shawnee National Forest Wednesday.

to April 1 througb Sept. 15.
But in July, October and
November of 1987, the Mud
Run and part of the Bear
Creek area was clearcut,
extending in some places all
the way to the creek, and
including some Shagbark
trees.
Larry Burkhart, of the
Forest Service, described the
contract's guidelines as a
goal, and "a goal is
something you try to
Graphic by Mike Dailey
achieve. "
Stebbings admits that this that wou1<1 jeopardize the
is a borderline case, but feels continued existence .•f the
that nothing has been done Indiana bat.

See SEARCH, Page 5
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Thompson puts off tax increase push
By =>aniel Wal'enberg
St'l.ffWritH

Gov. James R. Thompson's
announcement that he would
not push for a tax increase will
not be official until March 1,
when his budget ib announced,
James Bray. a spokesman for
the governor, said.
"The governor is still
strongly :n favor of a modest
income tax increase," Bray
said. But unless Democratic

House Speaker Michael
Madigan, wao strongly opposes an increase, and other
Democrates change their
minds, the governor will not
pursue the increase, he said.
"We'll do the best we can
with v,nat we have," Bray
said. "The state will live
within its means."
Thompson has been unsuccessful in raising taxes in
each of the last two legislative
sessions.

"The governor has not
provided an affidavit stating
he will not pursue a tax increase, a lot will depend on the
budget proposal and the
projection of state revenues,"
Steve Brown, a spokesman for
Madigan, said.
Brown said the majority of
people in Illinois as well as
Illinois legislators seem to feel
there is no need for increases
in taxes. This is dearly indicated by last year's elec-

tions.
Madigan and opponents of
the increase will have to wait
See TAX, Page 5
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Gus says officially a tax in·
crease is not official.
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